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CHAPTER I.

Outside the Shops.

OUTSIDE the shops of the towns and cities people

pass to and fro; or they loiter, curious and
observant. Reflected by the windows, bright

afternoon sunshine falls on the changing faces ; or the glow
of electric lamps converts each stony street into a hall of

light, roofed only by the stars. Behind the plate-glass

the stuff and material of happiness is free to all human
eyes. Of bread, cakes, and dainties ; of butter, eggs, and
cheese; and of meats enough for the feeding of armies I

say nothing. Used to such necessaries, we do not marvel
at their profusion in the shops all the year round; nor
wonder at many other things that warm our winter

aspects with the colours of southern climates.

What an abundance it is ! Here are fruits, ruddy or

golden, all heaped together, and flowers so fragile and
yet so brave with the beauty of their petals. Here, too,

are wares far removed from raw material—slippers fit

for Cinderella at the ball, cloths whose dyes are as soft

as their wool, furs dark and warm and rich, finely

embroidered cambrics, pure white laces, and many-
coloured silks. Here are toys beyond the dreams of half

the nation's children, and dainty teacups perpetually

inviting to the pleasantest hour of the day, and cut glass

and shining silver, thick carpets, deep chairs, lounges, and
woodwork, carved and polished. The annual fairs which
surprised the expectations of our forefathers never yielded

shows like these of the city shops which stand open every

day.

Treasures there are, no doubt, which cannot be
handed over counters, and yet

Love in a hut, with water and a crust,

Is—Love forgive us !—cinders, ashes, dust.

Keats knew the value of the things of the shops ; and you

7



Co-operation for All.

remember how Dickens in A Christmas Carol exulted in

the display of a Christmas Eve:

—

The brightness of the shops, where holly sprigs and berries

crackled in the lamp heat of the windows, made pale faces ruddy
as they passed. Poulterers' and grocers' wares became a splendid
joke; or a glorious pageant, with which it was next to impossible
to believe such dull principles as bargain and sale had anything to

do.

Before the shops the people loiter or stand and gaze.

A workman looks steadily at the clean steel tools that

seem to await his hand. A boy eyes a possible first watch,

and a brooch or a ring catches the glances of a girl. Tiny,

pretty wrappings are a young mother's delight, and it is

a microscope that promises new interests even to the old.

Or books hold the steps of a reader, or there are instru-

ments that await the musician, or it is a long look won
from a picture lover by this canvas of a sunlit beech wood
in autumn, or that of a tumbling mountain stream.

For all these things of the shops may be priced and
desired. There is no law to forbid the workman clothing

himself in evening dress. The one material condition is

the possession of money. Within the depths of our
purses we are, each of us, master and mistress. Money
will command silk hats or tweed, plain ribbons or ostrich

plumes. "Yes, ready money is Aladdin's lamp." That
was the opinion of Byron a hundred years ago, and it is

more true to-day. Therefore, few people or none pretend
to be superior to money. We all echo Arthur Hugh
Clough

—

As I sat in the caf6 I said to myself,
They may talk as they please about what they call pelf,

They may sneer as they like about eating and drinking,
But help it I cannot, I cannot help thinking

—

How pleasant it is to have money, heigh-ho !

How pleasant it is to have money !

We do not love money, I hope, but in its place we
respect it. Avarice is detestable, yet money in normal
circumstances we cannot afford to ignore. For it is both
an end and a beginning. When the worker receives his

wages, when the company pays its dividend, and when
the landlord banks his rent, well gained or ill the money is

an end and a reward. But with the spending of monev
8



A Power that Might be for Good.

there begins a new round of economic life. The spending

sets in action the machinery and labour of the world. It

is money in its spending which to this field says, " Lie

fallow !
" and to that " Be fruitful !

" To one factory it

cries, " Work night and day," and to another, " Cease

producing; turn your men away, there is nothing for

them to dp."

Antimacassars, chandeliers with glass pendants, black

crape, and elastic-side boots have quite gone out of

fashion ; and, money being no longer spent on them, the

branches of industry which used to produce these articles

of value have perished. Horse-cabs are ousted by motors
and horse-cars by electricity, and, in consequence, farriers

or horse-keepers are thrown out of work, and must
emigrate or turn to general labouring. War cuts across

old channels of spending and turns money forcibly into

new outlets; and, in consequence, whole industries,

capitalists and workers alike, must adapt themselves to

the altered demands or go out of business altogether.

Again, in " normal " times, there are the seasonal trades,

in which the workers may be heavily employed during

fourteen or sixteen hours a day at one period of the year,

and unemployed and half destitute at another. It is

hard ; it is wrong ; but so it must be while everyone spends
money on new clothing to order in May and no one will

buy in August, For such is the power of demand over
supply, such the force of money in the purses of customers.

Possess power, and you will be received with deference.

Is a workman in search of employment met with smiles

and friendly remarks about the weather ? No ; whatever
strength and skill he would exchange for money rarely is

desired as the money itself. And for an unemployed
woman to visit the factory door is not the same as to look

,.
>

in upon the milliner with wages in her pocket. Hence the ^
windows of the shops are set out more attractively than
those of the Labour Exchanges, and cocoa-makers'
advertisements for customers are more alluring than
cocoa-makers' advertisements for packers. And when
the shopkeeper is waited upon by commercial travellers,

one on the heels of another, it is his turn to be propitiated.

9





Power Ignorantly Exerted.

For behind the shops waits the vast machinery of a world
commerce, to which the power received from the pubHc
must be transmitted. There are wholesale houses and
manufacturers and importers of finished goods; and
behind these, again, the manufacturers of their raw
materials, with agents and intermediaries innumerable.

Through all these—sometimes like a river Nile, through
leagues of thirsty desert—the stream of power from the

public flows, or trickles at last into the hands of manual
workers and cultivators. Meanwhile, many wheels have
been turned—often unnecessarily turned, with a great

waste of power. Railway wheels have carried goods to

and fro, here and there, crossing and re-crossing their own
tracks, at last tortuously to reach the consumer. And the

steering wheels of ships that sail to this shore or that are

moved by the same unconscious force.

Banks and insurance companies, hotels and news-
papers, and all things dependent on commerce, spring

from the world's consumers. Customs officers, too, and
all the Government activities that are financed by indirect

taxation—the shopkeepers collect for these. And we may
look beyond this ; for the consumer is not concerned with
shopkeeping only. Whether we command service as

travellers or clients equally we consume. So, in this

sense, we may rank booking offices and box offices with
shop windows. Through all of them we look as down a

vista into the world of labour. Clerks, shop workers,

warehousemen, colliers, railwaymen, distant lighthouse-

keepers, gold miners, farmers on the prairies, trappers,

coolies of the tea gardens—the names are infinite, for

there is no natural frontier, colour line, or tariff wall that

entirely hinders the natural co-ordination of effort over

the world to supply human needs and demands. Whether
in war or peace, Icli Dien is the proudest of mottoes.

Labour naturally is service, and, more than national

service, it is human service. Artists have painted the

figure of Labour, but they have not completed the picture.

Beside the man there should be the child at its mother's
breast, as the type of the consumer for whom, in truth.

Labour works. Yet even this would be too narrow a



Co-operation for All.

conception. For " the consumer" is an economic name
for humanity; and poets, painters, teachers, prophets

—

they, too, minister to humanity.

But now we come to the strange and confused aspect

of this order of things. There is no fraternal bond
between those who determine the demand and those

who supply it. The worker in the factories knows
nothing and cares little about the ultimate consumer.
He is only aware of capitalist masters, usually requiring

more work in the same time for no more or little more
wages. To resist this pressure occupies most of his

energ}^ The articles he makes mean nothing to him
except wages. They pass from him, or he loses sight of

them, as if they were travelling to China. Yet by the

devious ways of commerce, they may return adulterated

by his own hands to be eaten or worn by his own
children !

And the consumers are as ignorant and as helpless.

Sometimes they wish to discourage sweating, and
pride themselves upon buying the products of model
factories. But the public is ignorant of the sources from
which such factories purchase the materials of their

manufactures; and in the preparation of these, unknown
to the well-meaning consumers, those whom they most
wish to help may be sweated. Or the evil power that

throws a man out of work, or compels him to toil by night

instead of day, or amongst poisonous fumes or deadly

dust, actually is arising, unknown to both parties, from
an ignorant, unorganised, heedless buying by his own
neighbours. For between the mass of consumers and the

mass of workers, even between wives who buy and
husbands who earn, there is a wilderness of private

trade, a wilderness desolated by competition.

From the articles in the windows of the shops let us

select something simple and homely, like a cotton shirt or

a blouse. Before it reaches the wearer the materials

of it will have passed from one to another of a dozen
businesses, each separately organised for a separate profit.

We will say nothing of growers, merchants, brokers, and
12



The Cost of Competition

.

shippers in America, or of different tolls at Liverpool

before the raw material reaches the spinners. It is

sufficient to remember the spinning and weaving, the

dyeing and finishing, the shirt-making itself, the ware-

housing of shirts, and the final distribution through the

shops.

And this is the least side of the matter. What is

worse is the loss of common purpose. Each of these

half-dozen branches of industry, so far as it can, will

be a law unto itself. Each will pursue its own separate

profit, its six, twelve, or fifteen per cent on its separate

capital. The shopkeepers, at last, will roll on the entire

snowball of profit to be liquidated by the consumer.
For the heads of these separate branches are not captains

of industry, serving a commonwealth in one great army.
They are each petty kings, monarchs absolute. In the

good, old-fashioned autocratic way they are frequently at

Photo]

'

CONSUNfERS IN THE SlUMS.
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Co-operation for All.

war with the workers, their subjects. And chronically

they are at war with each other. That is to say, besides
the contest for profit between trade and trade, shirt-maker
is at war with shirt-maker, shopkeeper with shopkeeper,
spinner with spinner. To be just, there may be
some common action where public companies are
concerned, for the manager of one is the director of

another. Nevertheless, even more firmly, each business
is bound and clamped to the conception of shareholders'
profits as the sole aim of industry.

So business is pitted against business, with the service

of the public for a mere by-product. No blood is shed
outwardly; but from 1889 to 1908 the registered business
failures in England and Wales amounted to over 8,000
every year;* and such casualties are not without
suffering. And worse than all is the concentration of

a million minds upon money-making, the destruction
of fellowship, the cruelties, and devouring anxieties.

And yet, are not the consumers the masters of the
situation ? Do they not represent Demand, which all

this warring tribal system of business exists to supply ?

Ah, no ! they are masters potentially, but not in fact.

They are the true heirs of the kingdom; but like the
princes of the fairy tales they toil in poverty while
usurpers reign. As purchasers they have been taught
to consider only themselves. For the capitalist his

profit ; for the consumer his bargain : that is the message
of private commerce. And pursuing the bargain, with-
out concert or thought for one another or mutual idea,

the consumers procure their own poverty, add to their

own ignorance and weakness, and in reality combine
against themselves.

Let us take first their surrender to others of the value
which is theirs.

As we have seen, from them and their desires the
energy of trade arises. If the shopkeeper does not
succeed in selling his goods to the public, the manufac-
turer produces "wealth" in vain; and the shopkeeper

• Augustus D. Webb: New Dictionary of Statistics (191 1),



Goodwill Surrendered.

may as well keep his door shut if he cannot plant himself

beside a stream of public traffic. Divert the stream, turn

the high road past his windows into a back street, and he
may struggle on, but nine-tenths of his profit will have
vanished. Again, in proportion as a plague or other

disaster diminished the population of a city, so would its

traders' profits dwindle and cease. When the flood of

summer visitors to the Isle of Man failed, the trade

of seaside jewellers and furniture dealers and drapers

failed also. All the labour and capital and ability in

the world would have been powerless in 1915 to make
any big knick-knack business succeed on the Douglas
Broadway.

Customers, consumers, people with wants and with
money in their pockets—these contribute a value con-

cerning which there can be no doubt. Their contribution

is a thing bought and sold daily, under the name of

"goodwill." Look down the advertisement columns of

shopkeepers' papers any week, and you will find dozens
of little businesses advertised. They are all " lucrative "

;

and among their assets they all include " goodwill."

Their trade may be no more than £30 a week (a hundred
poor people will contribute so much), but there it is

—

" lease, goodwill, fixtures, and utensils, £120 !
" This is

on a small scale; but here is a large example. In 1894
Messrs. Lever Brothers sold their business to Messrs.

Lever Brothers Limited for close upon £1,390,000. Of
this great sum the business premises and plant, stock in

trade, and book debts accounted for £639,000, The
remaining sum of £750,000—three-quarters of a million

sterling—was for " goodwill." And " where the business

is due to the individuality of the owner, and where its

reputation cannot be separated from his (says a legal

writer of eminence),* the goodwill is all but non-existent."

Recognised as " property " by the Stamp Act, good-
will is defined by all the authorities as arising from the

possession of custom. " For the shopkeeper "—in the

words of a famous judge
—

" goodwill is the probability

that the old customers will revert to the old place." In a

• Ptiman's Commercial Encychpcedia (Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons).

15



Co-operation for All.

word, you and 1 form a habit of buying from Smith, or

using Jones' soap; and our v^ery habits are sold by one
tradesman and bought by another. Moreover, this

transaction over our heads is never complete unless A, in

selling the business we have given him, undertakes not to

compete with B, the purchaser. Which is to say, that

any such nonsense as a sentimental preference by us for

A must not be allowed. The old name will continue, and
we must know nothing of the change. Our attachment
must not be injured, or B loses mone\^ by us, though we
gain nothing by him.

The landlord, of course, may gain. His agent will

keep an eye upon this value of goodwill, and at the

renewal of the lease will demand possibly a lion's share.

Then B will feel injured and join a Town Tenants'

League, and go on deputation to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer. And there will be much public discussion,

in which, however, the consumers will be left out of

sight altogether. When it comes to reckoning profits

of trade we are entirely outside the shops.

Helplessly surrendering the value of their custom, at

the same time the consumers pay the cost of being induced
to give. I must not linger upon the point, or I should

write an essay upon the intrusion of advertisements
where they are not wanted. We can all appreciate an
advertisement which tells us something possibly useful,

like the announcement of a lecture, or of a railway

excursion. But why should we all at every turn be met
b}^ Tom's Pills, Dick's Mustard, Harry's Cocoa ? These
placards tell us nothing, and are ugly. Even the

advertisements which profess information are often

useless. If I want to buy a fountain pen how much wiser

am I by learning in detail that each different kind at half

a guinea is the best, and those at five shillings, and three

and six are the best also ?

Half a loaf is bread, but half a truth is untruth.

Yet even untruth means something, although the

meaning is bad; whereas an iteration of Jinks' Soap,

Jinks' Soap, is simply meaningless and impertinent. In

the case of a certain toilet soap, thus celebrated by its

i6



Consumers Divided and Helpless.

proprietors :
" Seven-tenths of the trading profits ...

are spent on pubUcity,"* and no less an authority than
the President of the Incorporated Society of Advertise-

ment Consultants has said (Birmingham, October 23rd,

1913) that a hundred thousand persons are engaged in

advertising in this country, and
^f100,000,000 are spent

upon advertising every year. One hundred million

sterling ! It is part of the price which the consumers
pay in purchasing according to the rule of each for

himself and nobody for all.

It is not the whole price, of course. To say nothing of

the endless (and one-half needless) multiplication of shops,

warehouses, factories, travellers, and agents, there are the

other forms under which the bargain advertises itself.

For example, the " easy-payment " system by which poor
people are lured in the chains of debt for furniture,

pianos, books, gramophones, bicycles, and the rest. For
example, also, the procuring of cheap goods by adultera-

tion.

There is no space to linger over the details from
cotton " silk " to bread that satisfies the law by its

weight while it is loaded with water. Not the least,

or the least harmful form, is the preserving of food

by acids. At one end of the scale it is a practice

sanctioned by law, and perhaps not injurious to the

healthy even over a period of years. But at the other

extreme it means the use of acid—salicylic, boric, benzoic,

or other—in poisonous quantities, to conceal putrefaction.

And in all these matters, except for the slight protection

of the State in particular instances, the consumers are

helpless. In every trade a knowledge accumulates
concerning realities and shams, true values and false;

but in no case is the public " in the trade." The help

of this knowledge is lost to them, for they are outside

the shops.

It is a doubtful bargain which the consumer gains;

and in so far as it is a bargain at all it becomes more
* Stock Exchange Gazette, October i6th, 1913.

B 17



Co-operation for All.

illusive. Competitors for the goodwill of the public are

reasoning amongst themselves. " Why," they ask,

"should we ruin each other to create bargains ? We have
only to agree together and the public must buy at the
price we name." Grocers' and other traders' associations

are formed, and the trade papers betray their activities.

Deputations wait upon the individual who sells too

cheaply, and manufacturers who supply him are

approached not in his interest. Articles are supplied to

shopkeepers at fixed prices, below which they must not

be sold. Capitalists, investing in different competitive
companies, feel that one investment should not be used to

reduce the value of another ; a too-keen competition must
be restrained. Of how it works out we have had many
examples. Before the war we saw trusts and prices

increasing together. We saw the railway companies
limiting their mutual competition and at the same time
increasing their rates. When the war came, and arti-

ficially limited competition on sea and land, it proved
a golden opportunity. Prices soared, the people paid,

and fortunes were pocketed.

The consumers, the great helpless mass of people

outside the shops ! All trade exists to serve them—must
serve them ; or trade defeats its own ends, and stagnates

and breeds failure for want of custom. Let who can
deny that the tendency of every organised interest has
been to put costs upon the consumer ? In 1911 Mr.

Lloyd George and the Associated Chambers of Commerce
agreed that the costs of social legislation fell less upon
the employers than on the public. But this is as nothing
to the burden—no, not wholly of war but of capitalism

during war time.

From 1900 to 1913 the cost of necessaries rose b}^

16 per cent. But during the year of war, 1914-15, food

prices advanced by 36 per cent.

"Nature flings treasures abroad," cried Richard

Jefferies. "
. . . If I could but give away as freely

as the earth gives." Pleasant it is to have money, and
18



Poor and Expropriated.

more pleasant still to spend money easily, to give and
reckon not. Were we rich, what would matter the vices

and failures of this economic system ? We would be
generous, we would be open-hearted; we would live

regardless of the cost. . . .

But we are not rich. And, in the sense of possessing

unlimited means, the mass of the people never can be rich.

The surplus of Dives is contrary to nature. The wealth of

the world is sufficient to maintain all the people of the

world in happiness, but not in luxury. Careful estimates

of the incomes of all people in the United Kingdom point

to an average of £220 to £230 per family. The estimated

actual figures, however,* show that 39 million people must
live upon half the total income of the country, while five

million people enjoy the other half. At least two million

families, or ten million people, must make shift to exist

in "normal" times on less than £1 per family per week,
while there are many rich men receiving as much as this

every hour of the day, during all the three hundred and
sixty-five days of the year.

IT IS PROBABLE

that a group of about 120,000
people, who, with their families,

form about one-seventieth part of
the population, owns about two-
thirds of the entire accumulated
wealth of the United Kingdom."

RICHES AND POVERTY, /5//.—p.79.

The Ownership of Britain.

• Sir L. G. Chiozza Money, M.P.: RicJus and Poverty (1911).

19
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Said the wise poet, George Herbert—

•

Get to live,

Then live, and use it; else it is not true
That thou has gotten. Surely use alone
Makes money not a contemptible stone.

Let us gladly concede that the poet's teaching is not

altogether neglected. Especially during times of crisis

rich men have proved themselves capable of living simply

and giving their excess for the common good. Would
this were the universal rule ! But experience teaches

that from all men at all times it is too much to expect.

Therefore the existence of rich classes continues to mean
that footmen, cooks, chauffeurs, hotel-keepers, wine
merchants, modistes, tailors, and many others must
devote themselves to supplying exaggerated and unreal

wants, just to win the money back again. It means
" blackleg " consumers delighting to spend extravagantly,

regardless of how they encourage high prices, high rents,

and high taxes against the rest. It means the corruption

of men into dependents, refined lackeys, and flunkeys.

The pathos of the death of the little match girl in

Hans Andersen's story is that she starved on New Year's

Eve, amidst feasting and rejoicing. The bitterness of

toil is not in the work itself; it is in the contrast of

idle affluence. Who has a heart for economy when others

around him may for ever spend without a care ? But the

deepest i poverty of all is that millions of labouring,

careful, honest people have no ownership in all the lands,

mines, factories, and shops in Britain. They stint and
spare and yet are not the richer. Meanwhile the wasteful

save more quickly than the thrifty. Therefore, the

ownership of capital (which is an ownership of industr}^

and all its forces, mechanical or human) is now this

—

eight hundred million for the 39 million people, but nearly

thirteen thousand million for the five million payers of

income tax. Says Sir L. G. Chiozza Money, in Riches

and Poverty—
It is probable that a group of about 120,000 people, who, witli

their families, form about one-seventieth part of the population,
owns about two-thirds of the entire accumulated wealth of the

United Kingdom.
20



The Hope of Better Things.

The people are not only outside the shops. To a

very great extent they are outside all rights of possession

in the country they call their own. It is the last and
worse result of inequality.

But enough, you will say, of dismal things. All other

facts notwithstanding, the shop windows are bright, and
people buy, and life goes on. True, the mass of people

always have struggled on, making the best of little,

content in ancient Rome and in modern Britain. There
is life and happiness, indeed, in the struggle itself, and a
promise in it, no doubt richer to-day than ever before.

To brood or grow bitter would be wrong. This globe of

earth, a fraction of cosmic dust in the Milky Way, is yet

a wide and splendid place. It is a world of green valleys,

lit by sunshine and visited by love. The stage is set for

a worthier drama than man has yet played. Truth and
hope and joy, strength and wisdom and beauty, the

words that kindle the heart are words of prophecy.
These great glories will come down from their high places,

and enter into and transform everyday things. If trade

and commerce, now the prey of avarice and the short of

cynicism, nevertheless can be serviceable and attractive,

it is because there lives within them the hope and
possibility of transformation.

JPKMNd A Co-OPERATIVK StORE.

21



CHAPTER II.

Inside the Stores.

SAVE, indeed ! I'd like to know how any woman
could save with three children always at her elbow !

If it isn't boots it's clothes—and I must keep the

children decent if I've nothing to wear myself. Some
people expect miracles on twenty-five shillings a week."

" Well, Mrs. Wright, they do say that these co-ops.

are good for saving. Mrs. Mc.Coll, whose husband is the

night watchman, she told me she got all the girls' frocks

for the anniversary with the divi., and then had a bit left

over."
" Of course, that's something—I don't deny that.

But I can't afford to pay any more for it. I'm having to

pay IS. id. now for coal that used to be iid., and I don't

see how they can give you something for nothing. For,

you know, I don't beheve in all these dodges, bonuses and
prizes and such like. Folks who reckon to do so much for

you are no better than other people; they're every one
wanting all they can get for themselves."

" Well, they do say as you have to pay a ha'penny or

two more here and there, though I don't say that myself.

But Mrs. Mc.Coll says the divi. soon seems to mount up to

a lot, and you don't seem to be any worse off at the week -

ends. And Mrs. Wandle, who has the twins, she says

she's tried all the shops and can't do better than the co-op.

for lots of things."
" Oh, I don't think so much of Mrs. Wandle. She'd

buy a wooden kettle and think it cheap. But I mean to

try the co-op. myself some day."

You may imagine such a conversation taking place

between two neighbours in any town where a co-operative

society is making its way. And it is easy to think of Mrs.

Wright putting off the visit to the co-operative stores as

if it were to the dentist's, but at last, on some sudden
impulse, going into the place.



Inside for the First Time.

There are many towns and villages where a stranger

at once would notice a building standing out from its

neighbours. Very likely he would suppose it to be a fine

public institute over shops and arcades on the ground
floor. In truth, the building would comprise all these in

one ; for it would be the headquarters of the co-operative

society. But in other towns and cities the stores at first

sight are like other shops. Over the front are the words
" Co-operative Society Limited; " nevertheless, the Mrs.

Wrights do not yet realise the difference between such a

society and (let us say) " The Exploiters' Company
Limited." In the windows there are jams, biscuits,

cocoa, tea, pickles, soap, and other articles labelled
" C.W.S.," yet if Mrs. Wright were told that all these came
from different firms probably she would believe her mis-

informant. And if it were added that some of these firms

provided their shareholders with a nominal 7 per cent

(actually representing 40 per cent on original share

values) while paying very low wages, again it would seem
true to ordinary experience. Mrs. Wright would call it

a shame, but would no doubt add that she could not

help it, and it was none of her business. For outside

the co-operative stores it is not easy to realise the

difference.

But we follow this new customer within, and see her

look very critically at the bacon and very suspiciously at

a box of starch bearing a name she has not seen before.

Perhaps to her gossiping friend we hear her remark upon
the service in the shop, especially if she should think it

less obliging; for her goodwill has yet to be won. So
far she thinks of the co-operative stores as one shop
amidst many. The first real variation appears when
the purchase is completed. Out of the ordinary grocer's

or draper's the customer then goes with a " Good
morning," or a " Thank you," but with no other

ceremony. She is simply a customer. As a person, she

means no more to the shopkeeper than when she came in.

The co-operative stores, on the other hand, appears loth

to lose touch with this new purchaser. It may be that a

copy of the Co-operative News or the Wheatsheaf is given
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More than a Customer.

to her, and some paper about the society. In any case

she receives a non-member's check, and finds it easy to

understand that either her husband or herself may become
a member (or both be members), and that she will then be
something more than a customer of the society, and the

society will mean something more than shopkeeping to

her. A tradesman sometimes will lift up part of his

counter and invite his friend to pass the general barrier

and com.e through. Inside the co-operative store every

customer is such a friend.

Mrs. Wright has no difficulty in becoming a member
and a shareholder. Investors in companies frequently

receive advice. A friend whispers, " Get hold of Puffball

Spinning shares if you can, they're a good thing." But
the new customer at the stores need not buy a share

secretly or join in a scramble. There the good thing is for

everybody. An investment of a sovereign gives the same
rights as the holding of £200, and of the sovereign probably
no more than one shilling need be paid down.* The other

nineteen shillings will pay themselves out of her own
trading. When the simple form of membership is

signed, the shilling tendered and the pass book received in

return, the customer is already a member. This is now
her shop, or his shop—or, no ! it is theirs, for it is the shop
of all the members. They have their own shops as they
have their homes. And, often, it is more theirs than their

homes, for a co-operative society usually owns its shops,

while most homes are houses rented. The man who buys
a Puffball Spinning Company share is neither a producer
nor a consumer of yarn. He is only a third party—an
investor or a speculator, a capitalist. But the customer
taking up a co-operative store's share is like a man buying
a spade or a clock or a book for his own use. Or it is even
better than that. A man may die and pass beyond Time
and Labour. His spade or his clock then must go to

another. But a community never dies. And a co-

operative store is a thing of use for a community.
Her membership is realised by Mrs. Wright before

long, when she receives a copy of the society's balance

* In a few societies membership is free; in others the charge is only 6d
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sheet. " What do you understand of it ?
" the trader

asks her. The private system never has given her a
chance of learning to understand. The grocer or the

draper does not tell her how much he is paying in wages,
what the value of his stock is, what liabilities he has, and
how much profit he has gained. But the gains and losses

of the society, and all the other figures, are in the

co-operative balance sheet, witnessed to by a public

auditor. Perhaps Mrs. Wright turns the balance sheet

over to her husband. Nevertheless, being shrewd and
not easy to persuade, once converted she makes a good
member. So either one of the pair, or both, attends the

quarterly meeting.

It is the meeting of the customers of the stores.

Here they are assembled as members. The committee on
the platform before them are their neighbours, elected

from time to time by the customer-members themselves
from amongst themselves. There is nobody else, except

the secretary and the manager and the assistants, and
these are appointed by, and are responsible to, the com-
mittee. The members' questions are sufficient to prove
it ! Although Mrs. Wright feels almost too shy to cough
at this her first meeting, there may be two or three

members present who boldly criticise or even attack the

committee. She wonders what colour the private trader's

face would be if any customer spoke to him over the

counter like that ! After a while the elections take place,

and every member present receives a ballot paper. It

dawns on the Wrights that this is in truth a co-operative

society. " They " do not give something for nothing,

because there is no such " they." The only existing
" they " is made up by the customers—by the neighbours
and fellows of the Wrights themselves. And when they

declare the dividend (as on the advice of the committee
they have done at this same meeting) it means that

they—the customers—are keeping something for them-
selves which previously they gave away for nothing.

Although by traders it is bought and sold, goodwill,

you see, is the gift of customers; and a co-operative

dividend is the fruit of goodwill, returned to each
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Co-operation for All.

customer in proportion to his gift. To each and all it

is returned, as it may be shared by all others who, ceasing

to live outside the shops, will come inside the stores.

Dividend day is a new thing to Mrs. Wright. By ones

and twos, and sometimes in little processions, all day long

(in a large society) the customer-members come with their

dividend-warrants, filing before an office counter, and each

receiving a sovereign or two pounds or three pounds ten

or five pounds, all as a right, without question or obliga-

tion. If one were to interview these members what
stories one would hear ! This member, by the help of the

dividend, has kept a child at school an extra year. A
second is one of those wonderfully hard-working
women who manage to bring up families and keep them-
selves respectable although robbed of a husband's help;

and she tells you that many a time she would have been
without a fire except for the " divi." A third has con-

verted her doctor to co-operation by promptly paying his

bill out of her dividend ! A fourth, year by year, has had
a pleasant week at the seaside, which never would have
been possible but for the stores dividend. A fifth has

turned his golden nest-egg into real hens and a poultry

run, and multiplied it seven times seven. A sixth tells a

sadder story of an accident to one of her family, but the

one bright point of it is that the dividend, plus the help of

a surgical aid society, procured a wonderful artificial

limb. A seventh is leaving the bulk of his dividend in, for

he has felt the benefit of this before, when he was out of

work.
And there are other members who may not appear

on dividend day at all. These are the more fortunate or

the more thrifty. They can point to their pass books and
say that, while they have made no contribution of money
to the stores beyond the first shilling or so, they have now
to their credit £50, £100, or even £150. Now, when share-

holders in companies receive a good dividend on their

capital it is usual to write of them as " the lucky

shareholders." But it is not merely luck with this

dividend on co-operative purchases. At its best it is

the result of organised mutual purchasing—loyal, sensible,
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and economical purchasing—^backed up by an intelligent

and broad-minded committee, an energetic and able

management possessed of both integrity and initiative,

and an honourable body of employees.

Buying and serving, accounting and managing are the

backbone of a co-operative store
;
yet a society that was

all backbone would be fit for nothing except a natural

history museum. It should stand there together with

those sightless skeletons of men and apes and horses

which you may see for yourselves. So, perhaps before

their first quarterly meeting, the Wrights are invited to a
" New Members' Social." A new customers' social they
have never heard of. Here and there a private trader con-

ducting his own business might be human enough and jolly

enough so to welcome the providers of goodwill. But they

find it impossible to imagine the " Imperial Sugar Stores,"

the " Intercolonial Tea Company," the " Buttercup
Dairy Company," and all those people inviting their

customers to come in and be at home. These benefactors

of the poor would have no place for it. They are taking

care not to pay rates on any but absolute business

premises. But at each of the central premises and often

at the branches of nearly all co-operative societies there is

a hall where teas can be served, and meetings, concerts,

and dances held. There is probably a library and possibly

a newsroom also, and sometimes a conversation-room or a
room for games, and always committee-rooms for smaller

meetings. The new members find it is not only a shop
they have come to ; in addition, it is a social and educa-
tional club of their own. The shops of the private traders

make their brave show, no doubt, and convert the starry

streets into halls of light; nevertheless, they leave the

customers with no other halls than those. But the

co-operative stores not only have their shop windows,
their many-coloured shows of meats and fruits, and their

drawing-rooms of furniture; they have, also, their

libraries and halls, and lectures and concerts for members.
It is true that co-operative societies provide for these

wants in varying degree. Some there are whose members
are content with the one solid advantage of the dividend
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But we do not hold them up as a pattern. We would
rather point to those whose members demand in common
more than bread and butter. Of such societies there arc
many. These have lectures and discussions, and classes

for study. Attached to the societies there are branches
of the Women's Co-operative Guild. Wives and mothers
meet once a week or so, and forget the kitchen sink and the
cooking stove while they talk and learn and attempt new
things, like people who have minds and wills of their own,
and mean to be of value. Equally there are branches of

the National Co-operative Men's Guild, aiding working
men to be a force, either alone or in conjunction with the
sister guilds. Junior guilds there are also, and Children's

Circles, to say nothing of choirs, cycling clubs, and
rambling clubs. And, beside all these, there are teas and
cinematograph shows, and each of such societies has an
annual excursion, and, above all, an annual field day.
What a day that is ! What preparations in thousands of

families ! What longings for fine weather ! And what
pride and joy when the sun shines and the bands play, and
the children in their fine clothes troop onwards to the gala
field, the society's well-kept horses decorated with their

ribbons and rosettes and gently driven by the society's

smiling carters, following in the rear ! Where then are

the multiple shops, and the people whose weekly spend-
ings these companies are hurrying out of the town ?

Imagine the chairmen of these trusts—Lord Hauteur, Sir

Samuel Selfmade, and Mr. Westender—leading pro-

cessions of their customers' children or perspiring to get
all the buns passed round at tea ! Fifteen or even twenty
thousand children will walk in the largest co-operative
processions.

The local work of the co-operative stores you would
think sufficient in itself to shame the bare cash nexus of

the private dealers. But the new members discover that
the local work is not all. They hear of a society enter-

taining a district conference. Again, one of their fellow

co-operators has attended the annual Co-operative
Congress, and cannot say enough about the inspiration of

the fifteen hundred delegates gathered from all parts of
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the country. Another has been to a Women's Guild

Congress, and has seen nine hundred working women
discussing, debating, and resolving in orderly fashion,

with hardly a man to help them ! Another has taken
part in a summer school, and talks of some mysterious
but attractive Fellowship. At the. quarterly meeting a

member rose to report some vaster quarterly meeting of

some more immense society. A regular mammoth stores

and Bank of England in one it seems to be
;
yet the older

members speak of it familiarly as the " C.W.S." The
copy of the Wheatsheaf, which comes freely once a month

,

has pictures and articles about this society. By and
by an excursion is arranged, and two or three hundred
members go to Manchester or London or Newcastle by
train, and what a day they have of vicwirg clean, bright

factories, and busy warehouses, and of riding in convey-
ances and sitting down to jovial meals ! And it appears

that in some extraordinary way not only the co-operative

stores in their own town, but also these distant offices,

warehouses, and factories belong to these new members in

common with the other co-operators. All the great

buildings are theirs. They exist for and on behalf of the

combined consumers. To this estate the new members
have succeeded ! And simply by purchasing tea and
butter, boots and blankets at the co-operative stores

instead of at the old shops, where you went out no richer

than you came in ! All these things are theirs ; moreover,
through the dividend they are paid to possess them. It

seems incredible. It sounds like the Arabian Nights.

And yet there it is, palpably true.

In the previous chapter I said that most advertise-

ments of tea and soap and tobacco tell us nothing. Yet,
after all, we may learn even from unlikely teachers.

There are some advertisers fond of begging us to avoid
imitations. They say, " Do not accept anything as ' just

as good; ' there is nothing ' just as good.' " We must
remember this; for the co-operative system itself is

imitated. There are traders who profess to give a divi-

dend to customers. Some go so far as falsely to use the
word " co-operative." And more than one firm of
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repute now attempts to enlist customers on its sider

The method is to offer shares upon apparently favourable
terms. One of the Best companies of this kind gives

checks with purchases, much like a co-operative stor$.

When the checks, haVe accumulated to a very larger

amount, a share in the business is presented in return.

The net benefit amounts to a dividend on purchases
of about sixpence in the ;^—and that dividend not
withdrawable ! How far from co-operation it all is I

Which of these firms has any idea of handing over the
entire ownership of the business to the customers?
Which of them means to disclose all its affairs, to return

all the net profits ? Which arnongst them will say, " We
Have parted company with Capitahsm; we have come
over to Democracy; here are our rules, registered by the

Government, and by these we bind ourselves "—which ?

Only one established firm has been known to convert

itself into' a real co-operative society, and this was a
manufacturing and not a shopkeeping firm. With the

others it is a revolution they do not wish to face. It is a
revolution because everv real co-operative society is an
industrial republic. Each is registered under Acts of

Parliament 'specially designed to give legal existence to

co-operative societies, and the legal rules of each are the

guarantee of its democracy. Here in the rules the powers
and rights of members and their committees and officers

are specified. Search them through and through and you
find no place for any " they" apart from the members,
the committee elected by the members, and the appointed

employees. The rules embody Abraham Lincoln's im-

mortal conception of the government of the people, by the

people, for the people. They lift up buying and selling

and rnanufacturing to the level of this majestic ideal.

They represent the democratic fiat— ,

J
f

"

> Freedom within one law of saci*ed might,
' Trench not upon another's equal right.

The co-operative store is a doorway through which

the people may enter into their own
34 ,,-....;



Co-operators as Employers.

There are so many extraordinary things about

co-operative stores. To many people they must seem
quite topsy-turvy They belong to the customers

instead of to the shopkeepers. They give the profits to

those who buy instead of to those who sell. And as if

this were not enough, in the co-operative societies often

the employers agitate to improve the condition of the

employed. Members move resolutions at quarterly

meetings, recommending their committee to close the

shops earlier, or not to pay wages below certain figures.

The rates are set forth; and perhaps they are twice the

average amount of the wages paid by many private

traders. Who ever heard of shareholders in companies
acting like this ? In rare cases, when there is a fear of a

strike, a single shareholder at the meeting of a company
may put in a word for the men against the directors.

Such remarks, however, are received in silence. But in

the co-operative movement, without waiting for a demand
from the workers, different congresses of many hundreds
of co-operators have enthusiastically adopted minimum
rates of pay, and authorised official efforts to persuade

all the various societies to adopt the rates. The National

Union of Shop Assistants say that women in the private

drapery trade earn from id. to yjd. per hour, and in the

confectionery trade from 2d. to 4jd. per hour.* The
minimum rate of this Congress scale for women is 17s. a

week. If the week be 51 hours this is 4d. per hour. And
over 80 societies require from their workers only a 48-hour
week, or less. Where are there any private shops doing
business with working people which limit themselves to

48 hours ? There is not one, I suppose, in all the country.

Again, the National Union of Shop Assistants can point

to hours of labour, in all retail trades, ranging from 80
to 92 per week ; but the worst case amongst co-operative

stores that could be discovered by the Co-operative Union
from a special inquiry in 1909, was one of 73 hours per week.

Either the co-operative movement, you see, is upside
down, or the rest of the trading world is in that unpleasant
position, for the co-operative methods are not the methods

Tfif Casffor Afininium Wages in the Distributive Trades, and ed., 191 3.
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of the world. Where the usual course is to give the con-

sumers nothing, the co-operators fill their pockets; yet
where the ordinary shops are kept open for customers at

all hours, these strange co-operators sacrifice themselves.

And even this is not the whole of the oddity. Flour
increases in cost, and the master bakers of a town wish to

raise the price of bread. They go to the co-operative

stores, but no ! the co-operative stores will not raise the

price. Or the milk dealers agree that they must have
another halfpenny a quart*. Nevertheless, one milk seller

keeps on at the old price, and this vendor is the co-opera-

tive society.

Once in a way (as during the great coal strike of 1912)
private coal dealers feel that their opportunity has come.
But the co-operative societies in such a case, althougli

they may be already giving away bread or groceries to the

poorest of the people thrown out of work, absolutely

decline to recoup themselves by raising the price of coal.

As if it were of no consequence at all they throw over the

law of political economy about bu3'ing in the cheapest
and selling in the dearest market. During this same labour

dispute a certain Midland societ}^ did not advance the

price of its coal by a single penny piece, and one man
could not understand it. So he wrote a postcard to

the manager of the society, and said,

Do you know whose money you are spending ? We don't
want to give coal away. Would you do it if it was your own
money ?

Of course, it was not the manager's money nor the

manager's coal; it all belonged to the organised con-

sumers. And the manager did what a very great majority

of the members wished him to do. Yet, at the same time,

in the general world the unorganised consumers were
paying famine prices, and the dealers were obtaining

extraordinary profits. It was during this big struggle

that the private bankers refused to lend money to the

trade union of the Northumberland miners on strike.

But the union approached the bank of the Co-operative

Wholesale Society, and received a loan of £70,000.
Then at Dublin., when the lockout had closed the port,
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every week there was one ship breakmg the general rule,

and this was the food ship laden with provisions sent to

feed the hungry famiUes by this same Co-operative

Wholesale Society. The food ships and their cargoes

were paid for by British trade unionists, but, instead

of profiting by the emergency, the co-operative society

had allowed them to buy at cost price, and had given
its services in delivering the unusual supplies. Above
all, when the war broke out, and panic and greed were
let loose, it was the co-operative stores which stood firm,

and won the appreciation of the democratic world by
their refusal to exploit the people. A similar stand
was made by co-operators in every country affected by
the war, where stores were established.

Inside the stores, you see, the methods are so con-

trary to those of the shops that either one system or

the other is quite upside down ! And co-operators say

that it is the private system which is wrong—the system
of the world, the system of competition, the system of

each for himself and the devil take the hindmost.
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Second Lifeboat on the Cullercoats (Northumberland) Station

of the National Lifeboat Institution given by
the Co-operative Movement.



CHAPTER III.

What our Fathers (and Mothers) Did.

THIS chapter need not take us back into a dim and
misty past. It was on a co-operative platform not

long ago that a lecturer illustrated industrial

history by the example of his own grandfather. The
latter was one who lived outside the factory system. He
built his own house and made his own furniture, shoes,

and clothes; while his wife would spin and weave the

wool that came from the sheep's back, as well as bake,

wash, and perform the household duties. This was in

Wales, where the old order lingered. In many parts of

England already it had died out. But people still had
the tradition of the days when villages, if not families,

provided most of their own wants. Corn and meat and
home-brewed beer, home-spun clothing and home-tanned
leather, home-built cottages of local stone and wood,
turf, and thatch, warmed by faggots gathered in the

forests and spinneys—these sufficed for nearly all daily

needs. Beyond these, if salt, broadcloth, clocks, iron

tools, and still more splendid possessions were required,

the small industries centred in the little towns of the

country produced them, and the markets and fairs served

for their exchange.

Certainly, all that is changed, and (let us fully admit
it) has necessarily changed. Could we abolish modern
mills and factories, and go back to primitive simplicity,

the cost of living would at once become too high for three-

quarters of the population to live at all. The change was
forced on by the increasing needs of the world and the

increasing power of the white race to supply them. Coal

and steam were the chief servants of the transformation,

but it came not by these alone. There was no discovery
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of the Middle Ages that did not add to inherited knowledge,
nor fail to prepare an environment for its application.

But for the most part, century after century, the world
was blind to the accumulating signs of a new era. Then at

last came the steam engine, and the wit of the practical

inventor, applying the student's science. And a world
which had been indifferent now greedily hurried to grasp

the solid gains. Capitalists arose. Small master-producers
rapidly altered their state, adding machine to machine until

workrooms became factories, ever more gigantic. They
received their sons, or their friends, or their foremen into

partnership, until that advantage of being first in the

field, which in business is nine points of the law, rendered

it unnecessary for them to think and strive in order to gain

profit from their capital. Able men without wealth now
were glad to lend their organising and commercial skill

to established businesses, rather than face an unequal
competition. Capitalists could become sleeping partners,

and finally, under the Limited Liability Acts, simply

investors. To-day they may live far from the grimy
scenes of industry, while agents of all kinds husband the

profits of the absentees.

But very early in this history a great many people, no
doubt less enterprising commercially, found themselves in

peril by the revolution. What was meat to the capitalist

became poison to them. Their home industries were
beaten in the markets, and if they fled to the factories

their want and their primitive standards of living were
taken advantage of, and they were compelled to accept

long days of labour at starvation wages. Besides, great

tracts of land, which had been common land, already had
been taken from the people, not without plausible reason,

but certainly without compensation, by the rich, acting

in Parliament. Therefore, many country people had
found it impossible to remain in the country except as

ill-paid labourers, and they leapt from their frying-pan

into the fire of the factories.

Desperate in their anger, the Luddites arose, to smash
new machines and to shoot millowners. Others felt the

violence to be wrong, and saw it to be hopeless. Under
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the influence of wise leaders, they did not oppose the

changes of the period, but they sought to direct these to

the common good. Of the leaders, the chief was Robert
Owen. A native of Newtown (Montgomery), he had risen

from assisting in a Stamford draper's shop to managing
a cotton mill in Manchester. Thence he travelled to New
Lanark, in Scotland, as part-owner and manager of cotton

mills there. But Owen was not limited or corrupted by
the avarice and self-regard of the time; and instead of

leaving his workpeople in the stream of change to sink or

swim as best they could, he devoted himself to rescuing

the workers and their children from poverty, ignorance,

and vice. New Lanark became famous wherever men stih

honoured philanthropy. Owen did not rest with this

success. He retired from business altogether to spend his

fortune upon associations and economic experiments
organised by working people, and wholly intended for the

good of working people everywhere.

The first co-operative movement arose from his efforts.

Quickly it became important and remarkable. The first

idea of these co-operators was to employ the new
machines in their common service, and to produce and
enjoy. When they kept shop their aim was to let the

profits accumulate to form a common capital for manufac-
turing. The productions they intended to exchange
amongst themselves, and they organised a wholesale

society for this purpose. Many of the societies meant to

develop into communities of families, living on their

common land, in a common hall, and sharing in work and
pleasure. From 1830 to 1832 the Owenite co-operators

held congresses of delegates from co-operative societies

in Great Britain and Ireland. Each assembly continued
in session during several days. Bazaars of co-operative

productions sometimes were organised simultaneously,

and every congress would close with a social festival. A
prominent figure about 1832 was Thomas Hirst, of

Huddersfield. He was a co-operative missionary, travel-

ling over England, and addressing meetings of as many
as a thousand persons. And, notwithstanding his
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popularity, the accounts of this loyal worker's expenses

would read like this :

—

;^ s. d.

To Holmfirth (walked) o o o

,, Barnsley (walked) o o o
„ Manchester o lo o

„ Casual Expenses o i 6

At one congress in London Thomas Hirst declared that

the changes in his time had compelled the labourer " to

do five times as much work for the same amount of

money; " and he asserted that the forty-eighth part of

what England then produced would pay all the taxes,
" unjust as they were," and also " keep us as well as our
forefathers were kept." He added:

—

I consider, as the resolution expresses, that in order to ensure a
desirable and beneficial change in our condition, we can only
employ the means of " co-operation." It is the duty of every man
(and to the working classes I more particularly address myself)
morally and politically to extend by every means in his power the
universal usefulness of co-operative societies. All we want, or, at
least, one great object which we wish to achieve, is to do away with
the war, and the bickerings and the ill-will, which have so long
subsisted between master and man. This object would be fully

accomplished by the organisation of co-operative societies.

The report further tells us that the speaker then
exhibited to the meeting handkerchiefs, flannels, prints,

metal teapots, and knives made by co-operative societies

in the North of England, and continued :

—

I have now upon my back a co-operative shirt, and here's a
co-operative coat, and here's a co-operative waistcoat. All my
friends have co-operative clothes; and for my own part, I would
sooner go without clothes at all than be clothed in any other way,
so strong an advocate am I for co-operation. It has hitherto—and
I am sorry to say it—been the object of certain persons to keep
the females in the background, but such is not the case with the
members of our body. We learn from Scripture: " It is not good
that man should be alone; I will make an helpmeet for him."
Some call the women cyphers, but a cypher with the addition
of one, as you know, makes ten, and it would take two hundreds
of London men to make one good co-operative woman.

Although Mr. Owen and I, on Scriptural subjects, are very
widely opposed to each other, yet I give him the right hand of

fellowship in the truest sincerity. All sectarianism should
instantly cease. Let us be united heart and soul, and our
glorious cause must ultimately triumph, notwithstanding all the
impediments thrown in its way by our adversaries.
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But this wide co-operative movement disappeared

almost as quickly as it arose. The societies manufactured
goods which were not demanded by the markets, or were
too costly to be bought by a sufficient number of con-

sumers, and so they lost their money. Moreover, the

prospect of sharing alike brought some queer and hungry
fish into the co-operative nets. The ideal of life " in

community " could not be practised to the extreme
desired by these communists. Even with Owen himself,

it was not always delightful to be on intimate terms.

William Lovett, the Chartist, in his autobiography, has
told a humorous story of an adventure with the great

man. Owen was a member of a certain committee; but
no matter what the committee resolved, Owen ignored

the decision and went his own way. At last a deputation
visited the co-operative leader, to induce a greater regard

upon his part for his fellow-members. Owen received

them in a friendly spirit, bade them be seated, and
immediately proceeded to read a new pamphlet he had
written ; and he continued for three-quarters of an hour
before the deputation could get themselves listened to,

nor did they obtain much satisfaction then !

All the societies of Owen's time did not fail; indeed,

some are still alive to-day. But the survivors lingered

on in discredit and obscurity, and few people paid atten-

tion to them. The real revival in co-operation began
amongst Chartists and Owenites resolved to try a new way
in Rochdale in 1844. Here a number of people suffered

just as the people of 1830 had suffered. They were twice

impoverished. They had lost their home industries, and
their barns and store chests also. They were not only
driven by hunger to work for very small wages, but they
had to buy back at ruinous prices the goods they had
helped to make. Nevertheless, these pioneers of the new
co-operation were rich with three great possessions. One
was courage. They did not mean to remain poor and
crushed and broken. They meant to stand erect; aye,

and if it was necessary to turn upside down the world that

weighed on them ! Another possession was common
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sense; and allied to it was the profound patience which
has faith in effort, and is sure. The pioneers were content

to let the millenium remain a long way off provided they
were making progress in that direction. And the first

humble step, as they saw, was to have their own store, and
to establish it firmly, by returning to its supporters, in a

dividend on their purchases, the profits arising from its

customers' attachment and goodwill.

Some revolutionary souls thought this storekeeping of

very small account. Out of such miserably inadequate
wages as were paid, how could any working man (they

asked) save anything that would ever amount to any-
thing ? Only skinflints (they continued) would attempt
it ! No, the laws of the country must be revolutionised,

and then all things would be possible. Perhaps these

bold thinkers were half right, yet if so, their half was in

the air, or, at any rate, in the future. And the twenty-
eight Rochdale Pioneers, led by Smithies and Howarth
and Cooper, meant to make a start then and there, even
though they began with next to nothing. The actual

beginning was a subscription of twopence a week; and
at last a very tiny shop, narrowly limited in its stock

and lit by farthing dips. One of the pioneers (Samuel
Ashworth) served behind the counter. The first customer
was an old woman for half a pound of sugar. The
amateur storekeeper did his best to fold a professional

sugar bag, the onlookers who had come in for fun jeering

at his efforts. When at last it was completed and the

sugar handed over, the old woman preferred to make
another bag of her apron, and carefully lay the half-pound
of sugar therein, in case the ill-folded paper should "betray

its burden.

However, evidently she was willing to second the

storekeeper's efforts; and as the pioneers plodded on, and
it became clear that their store really stood for the benefit

of its customers, many others equally were ready to aid

the management. They gave their orders in bulk and
carried home their purchases; they put up with minor
and accidental inconveniences, and they laid it to heart

that no store could flourish unless its members paid in
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The Movement Spreads Abroad*

the value of what they took out, and paid it in promptly.

Thus this first of the present-day family of co-operative

stores grew and extended in Toad Lane, that narrow back
street of a Lancashire factory town. And, out of nothing

except the loyal purchasing of customers and their

faithful service, at length there emerged larger and greater

stores, and then a newsroom and a library of books, and
provision for classes in science and art. And meanwhile
the members, some of whom had been bound to shop-

keepers by ever-increasing debts, found themselves not

only free, but possessed almost of fortunes—money at

the stores, money for new furniture, money sufficient

even to dream of a house of one's own. It all grew up
like Jack's beanstalk.

Ill news travels fast, but good news can travel, too.

Besides, the Rochdale Pioneers were not the people to

keep a good thing to themselves. Wilham Cooper wrote
letters by night and day. Charles Howarth, who had
devised the constitution of the Pioneers' Society, always
was ready to advise, in his straight, pointed, earnest

Lancashire way. Abraham Greenwood, who had joined

after the first beginning, nevertheless was as active to

pubhsh the news. Over Lancashire and West Yorkshire,

and then amongst the shoemakers of the Midlands and
the miners of the North, until gradually from Plymouth
to Perth, and from Glasgow to Gravesend, the co-opera-

tive stores multiplied, each in the possession and control

of its own local circle of members. There are, of course,

two kinds of progress. One is in extension, and the other

is in cultivating intensively and making full use of what
we possess. Our fathers in co-operation developed the

movement both outwardly and within its borders. Each
store was an organised market. Almost exactly, the

managers knew the quantities and the qualities of the

goods needed to supply the members' wants. This pro-

gress-went half way towards successful production. So the

societies started bakeries, and here and there they would
unite to establish a federal corn mill. Again, societies and
individuals together, or sometimes individual supporters

of the co-operative movement only, would create special
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societies to produce the special manufactures of their

locahty.

But here we must halt a moment. Working men,
usually, come more into contact with the details of pro-

ducing than consuming. Retail buying is undertaken by
their wives, and wholesale buying is done by experts

Hence working men always are interested in co-operative

production, and, in co-operative history, even the best

leaders frequently urged it too hastily. Such was
especially the case between the years i860 and 1880.

Before they had half learned the lesson of demand
preceding supply, many of the co-operators became
impatient ; and coal-mines, ironworks, brickworks, and
all kinds of enterprises were started. A number of

these ended disastrously. Some declined into joint-

stock companies pure and simple. Others remained—to

create difficulties for the future through their mutual
competition. Only a few found a useful and lasting place

in the co-operative structure. From time to time the

latter have received additions, and they now constitute

the independent productive side of the co-operative move-
ment, represented mainly by the Co-operative Productive
Federation. They are societies composed of consumers'
retail societies, individual shareholders, and workmen,
each society in varying degree. Besides providing the

consumers' retail societies with an alternative service,

always preferable to capitalist aid, they create employ-
ment for local co-operators, and often enable good work-
men to live without suffering for the expression of their

opinions. Moreover, a few of these societies now have
come to depend largely on an export or other trade outside

the market of the consumers' stores, and here they have a

field which is all their own.

My task now is that of filling a very great gap in the

narrative. Production carried on locally and directly,

by and for consumers' retail societies, as we shall see

in the next chapter, has become both important and
successful. Societies have bakeries, dressmaking-rooms,

boot-repairing shops, tailoring shops, grocery-packing
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departments, laundries, and even their own farms for the

supply of vegetables, milk, and meat. But, during the

last hundred years, railways, steamships, cables, and the

general spread over the world of a common European
and American civilisation has created a world-market.

English soaps, for example, are sold in all the cities of

Europe; and one great English firm of boot manufac-
turers possesses as many branch shops in Paris as it

claims in London. To retain for co-operators the advan-
tage of their organised market against such solicitors for

goodwill, something more than local effort is needed.

Besides, if each retail consumers' co-operative society

stood alone, that society in its wholesale buying would
be as helpless as the individual consumer is to-day.

Local retail stores are much; but a national union—

a

wholesale force to consolidate and bind store with store,

and emphasise the common end of each and all—this,

too, is just as necessary.

Before the year i860 many of the early co-operators

saw this truth quite as clearly as, with all our new
evidence of it, we see it now. Up and down the country,

in Scotland as well as England, they discussed the

absorbing question of a wholesale society—a store of

stores. The strongest and most-developed societies

naturally were those round about Rochdale, in that busy
and thickly-populated corner of Lancashire. Now, in a
hamlet called by the name of Jumbo at the centre of this

area, equally convenient for Rochdale, Oldham, Bury,
Manchester, and elsewhere, a tiny co-operative farm
and store had struggled into being. The place was not
elephantine at all, yet it became the birthplace of a
mighty federation. For it was here that on a Sunday
afternoon (August 12th, i860) a few of these leaders,

William Cooper and probably Charles Howarth and
Abraham Greenwood, of Rochdale, and William Marcroft
and Wilham Nuttall, of Oldham, met a small number
of other friends and co-operators, and decided there
and then to remain in association and pull together until

this difficult question of co-operative federation for all

purposes was settled one way or another.
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Federation and Unity.

They were, as good as their word. They met again

and formed a definite committee, and organised repre-

sentative conferences. There was much to be done.

Legal disabihties lay in front, needing a special Act of

Parliament to remove them. With a subscription by the

societies of a farthing a member, and infinite unpaid work
both by the Lancashire co-operators and on the part of

their staunch co-operative friends, the Christian sociahsts,

Hughes and Neale (the latter of whom was then a barrister

in London), the law was altered. Co-operative con-

ferences met on a Christmas Day in a "hall" under a

railway arch in Manchester, and in another " hall " amidst
the back streets of Ancoats; and at last the purpose of

these co-operators was achieved. They formed their

Wholesale Society, and so thorough-going were they and
so willing to work that, still unresting, they succeeded

further in definitely federating the societies for legal

and propagandist purposes as the present Co-operative

Union of Great Britain and Ireland; and also in uniting

them for insurance purposes as the Co-operative

Insurance Society. It is true that the influential London
friends of co-operation, Hughes, Neale, Holyoake, and
others (including the old Owenite, William Pare, of

Birmingham), joined with them to create that " Central

Board" which ultimately became the present Co-operative

Union. Nevertheless, the latter simply gave permanent
form to the temporary and loose unity which the
Lancashire leaders already had affected.

The Wholesale Society came into being in 1863. As
with many a child which grows up strong and powerful,

its first years were full of trouble. In these early days,

when it found employment for not more than three or four

people, and was contained in two or three small rooms,
it was despised and in some quarters rejected. Several
societies, big enough to lead in creating it, in the eyes
of their managers were too big to buy from it. Yet
it lived and increased, and gradually established branches,
first in Newcastle and then in London. Meanwhile, the
Scottish co-operators founded a second Wholesale Society
in Glasgow. The two societies did not compete. On the
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contrary, the interests of the two were so identical that

it bscame easy for them to co-operate. They joined, for

example, in a tea department, which now possesses 12,500
acres of tea plantations in India and Ceylon ; and each
buys from the other and shares in common enterprises.

Naturally, however, the chief work of each federation

has been done within its own national area. The same
task lay before both. Just as the retail societies

organised the buying of individuals, so they had to

organise the purchasing of societies. It was not easy.

They could not, of course, demand that the societies

should buy from them. That which they sought was good-

will, and goodwill is only to be won by service. But it was
a service which meant more than selling goods at market
rates. In supplying the societies the Wholesales also

united them . When the societies stood by their federations

they stood by each other, and helped each other to create

for each and all an increasing property and possession.

There were many struggles along the way. The
" profits " which the English Wholesale Society (or the

C.W.S.) saved for the co-operative consumers' societies

soon resulted in a capital sufficient for extending the

functions of the federation. Through the retail store the

co-operators had travelled from private spendings to a

common shop, and through the Wholesale they had
reached a common warehouse. They could now go on to

common factories, and a common bank, and common
ships, all within the limits of an economic supply of their

common wants. This was the logical and practical line

of progress. Nevertheless, many co-operators objected.

If the consumers have their stores (they said) that was
enough; the factories should belong to the producers,

and a co-operative bank should be independent of both.

No (said the others), everybody is a consumer; all

trade springs from the wants of consumers, and whatever

is necessary to supply those wants—our wants—should be

for them and under their united control.

But (said the first party) if the producers cannot

possess the factories in which they work, but must hire
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themselves out to the consumers, then co-operation for

them has no message of freedom, and the ideal is

destroyed.

Not so (replied the federal co-operators). The pro-

ducers will not be hiring themselves out to an alien body.

They will be—or they may and should be—co-operators

still, members of the same organised body of consumers,

owning and receiving in common with their fellows, but
possessed of the additional privilege of finding their

employment in the service of the common body, instead

of with private capitalists.

But (came the rejoinder) is it industrial democracy
where the workmen cannot elect their own managers nor

determine their own conditions ?

Yes (affirmed the federahsts), for they as co-operators

share in electing the committee which appoints the

managers and determines the conditions, and that is the

golden mean between autocracy and anarchy.

That is all very fine (replied the others), but your
arguments lead on to a centralised bureaucracy where the

individual is lost in the machine, and his personal interest

in his work is gone.

And you (said the federals) would create competition,

disintegrate the co-operative idea, and lead back to

capitalism.

Here we will leave the two schools, for I should fill

this little book if I told you the full history of these

conflicts of principles. Luckily, it is all recorded already

in the Story of the C.W.S. Good men and clever men
contested each point on both sides, from about 1870
onwards until 1885 or 1890. The victory, for the most
part, rested with the consumers, or the federal party.

And the C.W.S. went steadily on, founding its bank,
commencing and multiplying its productive works,

acquiring its farms, launching its ships. Because it

rarely moved until it had the support of an organised

market, an ascertained and tested demand, nearly every-

thing it attempted succeeded. Sometimes, besides

creating new co-operative productive works, it bought
out at a fair price some earlier co-operative effort with
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which otherwise it would have been obliged to Compete.

Yet, in each case, lest the giant should use strength

tyrannously, there had been debate and discussion, and
decisions have come only gradually, as the verdict in each

case of a large majority of the whole co-operative body.

So with the sister society in Scotland. It, too, has

created great productive works, factories, and mills, and
has bought estates, but always in obedience to the demo-
cratic ruling of the co-operators of Scotland. The last

great step made in common by both was the taking over,

at a handsome price, of the Co-operative Insurance

Society, and the re-constitution of it as a joint department
of the two Wholesale Societies. Before this amalgama-
tion was effected the Insurance Society represented only

a minority of societies, and the two Wholesale Societies

stood practically for all; yet co-operative opinion was
canvassed and tested during three years before the final

and absolute pronouncement was made.

Many people speak as though any movement were
progress. Like lost travellers they would circle around
the same point, and the wider the range the more they

would imagine something gained. But nothing is gained

so. Progress is a movement in the direction of convic-

tions and ideas, however small the advance may be.

Without an ideal, an inner purpose, a conception of the

soul, there can be no progress. Columbus had a belief

that the world was round, and a method of proving it by
sailing ever westward. His ships may have left Spain

like any other ships, and on the first day they may have
seen the sun go down less far from land. As a voyage to

the East Indies their persistent sailing, indeed, was a

wasted effort. Nevertheless, an unchanging spirit and
purpose converted every inch of the way into progress;

and the practice of a faith transformed that progress into

a reahsation of truth on a scale larger than Columbus had
dreamt of. The Rochdale Pioneers beheved in a happier

social order, and they had a method of realising it by
restoring to the common people the possession of their

means of livelihood. Imbued with this constant purpose,
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-and guided by this method, every step taken by them and
their successors has meant progress. The first store was
tiny, but it was a step towards the first Wholesale ware-
house, and though this was small, it, again, was a step

towards the first factory and the first farm. And,
although the " Home colony of united interests " (which
was the Indies of their dream) has now become both
impracticable and undesirable, it has only given place

to the vast conception of a world-wide co-operative

commonwealth.
And, unlike the Owenites, the Pioneers did not ask of

their generation more than it could do. The revolu-

tionists of 1844 scoffed at the littleness of their methods;
but in 1914 we see how much has resulted. In this

country there are the direct gains, and beyond these,

also, the indirect achievements: the civil service stores,

the tenants' housing societies and garden suburbs, the

many social clubs and associations which have borrowed
the co-operative idea: and the new great agricultural

co-operative movement. And far beyond this country
the co-operative movement has spread and grown. Look
over the map of Europe ; hardly can you put your finger

upon a country where co-operation is not. There is

Switzerland, which has less than four million people, yet

can show nearly eight thousand societies; and there is

Denmark also, still more co-operative than Switzerland.

There is Germany with 30,000 societies, and all the other

countries whose co-operators are an increasing legion*

—

France, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Finland,

Russia, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Spain, and beyond
these, again, the United States and Canada in the West,
and Australia and Japan in the East. . . . . To survey
the co-operative heritage of to-day we shall need a

separate chapter.

All the countries named are strong in distributive or consumers' societies, as
well as agricultural; the reader will need to discriminate between these two forms.
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CHAPTER IV.

Our Heritage.

DO you remember Macaulay's verses upon the Spanish
Armada which we all learned at school ? His
picture of the beacon fires flashing from shire to

shire over England used to fascinate me. It is true the

poet dealt with geography under a licence not permitted

to us. From Lincoln to the " proud Peak " and thence

to " Gaunt 's embattled pile" were long strides; and
" Darwin's rocky dales " were not marked as such on any
maps known to me. This, however, was a minor point.

The main thing was the picture of England " from
Eddystone to Berwick bounds, from Lynn to Milford

Bay," all spread out before one's mental eyes and all

afire with one common purpose.

The co-operative stores of Britain, no doubt, are less

stirring than were these national beacons; but to the

co-operator there is an inspiration in the thought of a
chain of societies, covering England and Scotland from
Penzance to Wick, Thurso, and the Orkneys, or extending
through England and Wales and across to Ireland. They
are not branches of multiple shop-companies, set down
with mechanical precision like the military stations of

an invading army. They are of the people in each
locality. They represent a Britain still unconquered by
the rich. From Easternmost Lowestoft to Cork or

Enniskillen in the West, from rural Dorset to industrial

Dundee, from the flaxworkers of Belfast to the carriage

builders of Brighton, the lines are unbroken. The large

towns have their stores and the small towns also, or the

latter possess branches under a measure of local control

;

and many of the villages have branches, or are in touch
with neighbouring stores.

Being of the people and for the people, the societies.
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reflect the local, intimate life of the people. If you wish in

the quickest way to come in touch wdth the shipbuilders of

the Clyde, the fisherfolk of Aberdeen, Grimsby, or Yar-
mouth, the millers and refiners of Leith or Bristol, the

miners of Lanarkshire, Northumberland, Yorkshire, or

South Wales, the railwaymen of Carlisle, York, Crewe,

or Swindon, the quarrymen and charcoal burners of

the Lake. mountains, the furnacemen of Middlesbrough
or Scunthorpe, the dockers of Liverpool or Hull, the

labourers of Lincolnshire or Wiltshire villages, the

cotton workers of Lancashire, the laceworkers and
hosiers of Nottingham, the bootmakers of Leicester or
Northampton, the dockyard workers of Sheerness or

Plymouth, the gasworkers and boat-builders of London,
the clayworkers of Cornwall, the tinplate workers of

Swansea, the stablemen of Newmarket, the glovers of

Yeovil, and the lodging-house keepers of Blackpool or

Torquay—in every case the introduction of president,

secretary, or manager of the co-operative store opens a

window upon their lives.

The co-operative movement is even more inclusive

than trade unionism. All-embracing as a list of trade

unions may seem, the net of co-operation is thrown
still more widely. There are nurses, midwives, dress-

makers, teachers of music, housekeepers, charwomen,
furriers, farmers, fruit growers, gardeners, cattle men
and horsekeepers, fishermen, boatmen, watchmen and
messengers, police, military, and naval men, chimney
sweeps, basket makers, window cleaners, billposters,

grave-diggers, cinema operators, civil servants of

many degrees, photographers, secretaries and librarians,-

managers, lawyers' clerks and lawyers also, dentists,

doctors, lay readers, ministers, and indeed a host of

those whose numbers, distributed over many occupa-
tions, exceed in the aggregate the armies of the massed
and organised trade unionists themselves, and make up
the astonishing variety of the world. Co-operation is

open to them all; for all must live and all must buy.

Whatever the differences, all share this consumers' interest.

Bread and boots and coal, knowledge and music and
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fellowship are common wants for the societies to supply.

If the stores have not supplied them in full, already they
have gone a great way. The co-operative societies are

beacons throughout Britain, many burning brightly, even
if here and there one smoulders and another is dimmed
by smoke. They witness to a living social and economic
democracy, powerful to work for a free and fraternal

Britain.

At the end of 1914 there were in the United Kingdom
3,054,297 members of retail societies. Allowing for open
membership (two or more persons from one family), this

total probably represents two and a half million house-

holds. Assume between four and five persons to a

household, and you have the full number of people supplied

to some degree from co-operative stores reaching to ten

or twelve million persons, or one in four or five of the

total population. These co-operators, or, rather, we
co-operators, have capitalised our own retail business (in

shares and loans) to the amount of £50,000,000. Beyond
this, through our retail societies, we hold another ten

millions as capital invested (through shares and loans)

in our wholesale societies. Setting other possessions

against any double reckoning of money lent, there is a

total sum of about sixty millions sterling, representing

the store buildings and stocks, the warehouses, factories,

houses, and lands owned collectively by co-operators

throughout the kingdom. So large is the estate that in

all probability it is worth more than this amount. One
society, Brightside, which extends over a large part of

Sheffield, within its own area has ascertained and
advertised the fact. Here is the advertisement:

—

Have you ever thought that if the society sold its property at the
rate of 12s. for every £1 it cost;

Its fittings, rolHng stocks, and horses at the rate of 7s. for £1 they
cost;

Its stocks at 15 per cent discount, or ;^io,5oo less than prices;

Together with its cash and investments the society could pay
2os. for every £1 of share capital, and then have a surplus
of over ^17,000.

The announcement included another paragraph. This

was set out in cold black and white ; and yet in this world
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so much abandoned to " number one " and the doctrine

of " nothing for nothing," it should have appeared in

letters of gold. It should have been illuminated and
gilded like an ancient missal. For it asked readers to tell

their friends " they can join at once in all these advan-
tages."

Richard Jefferies lamented that the work of the

past had been lost. The wealth did not mount up and
make a common store, so that new generations could live

more free from physical care. But these " good things
"

of co-operation have been stored up from the past for all

to share. Only co-operative societies and municipahties

create public estates like these. Even the State loads us

with national debts. And capitalist enterprises some-
times appreciate instead of depreciating their capital

values, and reap high speculative returns while only-

paying a nominal 5 or 6 per cent.

The three million co-operators—ourselves—providing

our own shops, warehouses, and factories, supplied and
distributed to ourselves during 1914 a volume of goods to

the value of £87,964,229. Through joining together and
making this provision for ourselves in a wholesale manner,
by economical methods, we saved to ourselves as dividend
on purchases the sum of £13,501,825. During the last

fifty-three years, from 1862 down to the end of 1914, the

co-operative stores have passed over their counters goods to

the value of nearly two thousand five hundred million pounds
sterling. They have saved to their members in the same
time two hundred and forty-five million pounds. And
incidentally they have created for the open democracy of

co-operation an estate which can hardly he of a less cash

value than sixty million pounds.

Large or small, the co-operative societies are governed
in the same way. By paying is. down, or 6d., or even
nothing, a customer may become a member. The
accumulating dividend provides his £1 share. The law
will not allow him to invest more than £200 in shares,

but whether he holds one pound or two hundred the rule

is—one man, one vote. The store is his (or hers), and he
attends the quarterly or other meetings in company with
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his peers. To be elected to the committee, in most cases,

he must hold a certain number of shares and contribute

a certain weekly trade (according to the various rules of

the societies) ; but the only other external requisite will

be the confidence of his fellows. The co-operative rules

which guarantee our mutual rights and liberties are

distinctly a part of our heritage. The model rules of the

Co-operative Union embody a wide experience, and
enshrine, also, the bygone efforts of leaders equipped with
legal knowledge, like the barrister, Christian socialist, and
self-sacrificing co-operator, Edward Vansittart Neale.

Some of the co-operative societies have less than a
hundred members. Others exceed thirty thousand. It

is not always " the bigger, the better; " yet experience

shows that usually there is an immense advantage where
a large area belongs to one strong society instead

of being divided between several societies each small and
weak. Some, indeed, believe in one society for each
county, or similar division. Others would advance still

further, and amalgamate all existing societies into one
national society, possessing perhaps fifty thousand
branches. They think it possible to unite local

autonomy, local knowledge, and local enthusiasm with the

simplicity and economy of one national body; and all

co-operators agree that progress lies in this direction.

An earlier chapter described how, in many towns, the

shops, the offices, the halls, and the reading-rooms of the

co-operative society, combined together in one building,

suffice for that building to stand out like a town hall.

Our estate over the country is not small to look upon. In

Scottish towns, in East Anglian cathedral cities, in South
Wales valleys, by Thames and Tyne and Tweed and
Tay, the central buildings and branches of the co-opera-

tive societies give proof that their owners are no mean
citizens. The Barnsley Society, with its membership of

nearly 40,000, and its yearly business of a million and a
quarter, its blocks of handsome stores, its great ware-
house, its flour mill and productive departments, presents

its buildings as an enormous testimony to co-operation in

brick and stone. Standing under the glass dome of the
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public arcade of the Sheffield and Ecclesall Society it is

difficult to think of those central stores as belonging to

the smaller of the two bodies of Sheffield co-operators.

In Oldham, having seen one central group of stores that

would seem sufficient for the town, a mile away you
discover another headquarters, its great gable abutting

on to the hillside road like the side of a cathedral. As one
looks across the wide Thames southward from the mills

and factories of the Co-operative Wholesale Society at

Silvertown, it is the tower of the Royal Arsenal Society's

main buildings which stands up above Woolwich ; and it

is the Royal Arsenal Society which sets up its branches
in proud strength wherever the multiple shops most
congregate, so that now they form a chain across South
London over twenty miles in length. In Edinburgh it is

impossible to go far without encountering one or other of

the 120 branches which carry on the St. Cuthbert's

Society's annual business of close on two million pounds.

The co-operators of Aberdeen carry their own coals in

their own steamer, and in their own fine, light, cheerful

workrooms they employ 400 productive workers to supply
their society's wants. The drapery stores of Bolton, in

Lancashire, and Bradford, in Yorkshire, by the manner
and the riches of their display, astonish all who think of

co-operation as " only for working men." The bakery at

Bristol, big and bright and clean, is set proudly on its

breezy hill; yet still greater is the bakery of the forty

thousand Plymouth co-operators, which stands in its

grounds four-square like a castle. Bakeries and dairies

and laundries—from Dover to Belfast there is little of

which co-operators may not be proud.

Nor are the buildings and activities concerned only

with trade. The Education Department of the Bolton
Society stands apart, a complete and handsome institute.

The great hall of the Oldham Equitable Society will house
worthily fifteen hundred people, assembled for concert,

conference, or lecture. The St. Mungo Halls of Glasgow,
belonging to the United Baking Society, are famous over

South Scotland as meeting places. The co-operative

movement devotes to education everv vear some £115,000

;
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and a great number of libraries and reading-rooms testify-

that the grant is not wholly in vain. And yet it is a pity

that the last sum does not amount to at least a decent
fraction of a million, for it breaks into figures which are

millions all. Thus, the money invested by co-operative

societies in houses built for members and partly owned by
them is almost ten millions, being £9,610,148. And the

societies produce for themselves (locally and directly,

apart from their federations) goods to the value of over

fourteen millions.

It is not the large societies only which provide
worthy additions to the co-operative estate. In the

small town of Long Eaton, near Nottingham, the

society has less than nine thousand members, but it needs
no advertisement to make itself known to strangers..

Immediately on leaving the railway station its stores wall
in the visitor, on both sides of the road, complete down to-

a newsagent's shop, a hairdresser's,' and a cafe. Across
Scotland, from Burns's Ayrshire to the kingdom of Fife,

the towns and villages are many where the co-operative

buildings are the buildings of the locality. In the town-
ship of Desborough, in Northamptonshire, the co-operators

number no more than 1,700, yet (aided by the C.W.S.
bank) they own more than three thousand acres of land

and are the lords of the manor of that township and the

next. They go beyond supplying themselves and employ
120 workers in the society's ironstone quarries, producing
for the open market. Sometimes it is the small society

which branches out in unexpected ways. British co-

operators usually avoid altogether the trade in beer, wine,

and spirits, and this almost universal British practice is

one which earnest co-operators from other countries

frequently admire. Yet, in the same county of North-
amptonshire, you may find a village society of a few
members which is the tenant, under a neighbouring earl,

of the public-house of that place, and it goes without
saying that no better conducted house is to be found, nor

one more willing to provide an abstainer's lunch or tea.

There is this wide provision for our needs, and this

vast estate, planned and created and set in order by the
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The Great Wholesale Societies.

million-fold labours of three generations; and it is all a
part of the co-operative heritage. It is the greater part,

and yet it is only one part. There is another in the

wholesale societies, English and Scottish. The last

chapter told how these came into being. To-day,

between them, they supply the co-operative societies

(oui selves) with goods worth £45,000,000. The worth
is reckoned at wholesale prices; add the retail value

and the total becomes something more than fifty millions.

The English Wholesale is the big brother, as it is the

older. Its share of the total sales is well over £35,000,000.

yearly—the total has doubled during the last thirteen

years. In Manchester, in Newcastle, in London, in

Bristol, and in Cardiff its offices and its warehouses
tower along this street or that, as the central buildings of

the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society dominate
their corner of Glasgow. The English Wholesale Society

conducts banking also, and its bank in Manchester, with
its broad mahogany counter and handsome marble walls,

passes through its books and coffers, in and out, a total

sum of 186 million pounds. It was £186,458,817 in 1914.
Both societies are manufacturers ; and the sixty factories

of the English Society, and the forty factories of the
Scottish, singly and in groups, are spread over Britain,

from London and Reading and Bristol through the

counties of Northampton, Leicester, Nottingham, Lanca-
shire, York, Durham, and Selkirk to Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Aberdeen. At Shieldhall, in Glasgow, they form an
industrial town. At Pelaw-on-Tyne they are drawn up
in line between road and railway like a regiment on review.

Around Manchester, north, east, south, and west of the
great headquarters at Balloon Street, there are C.W.S.
works which employ (each of them) any number of people
up to eleven hundred. The English society alone

manufactures over three million sacks of flour every year,

and over two million pairs of boots and shoes.

The joint tea department of the two wholesale societies

provides, from its great London tea warehouse, over thirty

million pounds weight of tea. The trade is such that if

the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. packets of tea were sold with
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the weight of the paper included (as some multiple shop
firms supply it), instead of full weight without the

wrapper, the annual value kept back would amount to

£100,000. Together the two societies own 12,504 acres of

tea gardens in India and Ceylon. The Scottish society also

owns an estate of 1,100 acres, with a castle included, at

Calderwood, in Lanarkshire, and has creameries over the

North of Ireland; while from Winnipeg in Manitoba to

the Gold Coast of West Africa its buying stations extend.

The big brother (for the relations always are

fraternal) possesses 2,459 agricultural acres in Cam-
bridgeshire, Shropshire, Herefordshire, and Lancashire.

In West Africa it has obtained a concession by which
an area of three hundred square miles supplies its factory

with palm oil nuts. It has its own steamships, and
its buyers are stationed on the Continent, in America,
and in Australia. Nor are its activities wholly commercial

;

indeed, they are not commercial at all in the sense of

trading with the world and amassing profits for owners,

for the wholesale societies are simply forms and names
through which we co-operators of England, Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland supply ourselves and all who will

join us, and save for our open fraternity. Therefore, in

addition to its business premises, the English C.W.S.
owns and maintains a convalescent home in Shropshire

for the use of co-operators. There are other co-operative

convalescent homes also, on the Clyde, and at Abbotsford,

Gilsland, Otley, and Blackpool, formed by retail and
wholesale societies acting together; and beyond these,

again, there are convalescent funds similarly created.

Scotland, moreover, ahead of England in this, has a
Mothers' Home at Dunoon. It is all a part of the heritage.

Although they are so great, the wholesale societies are

easy to understand. Being of us, and for us, established

as co-operations of co-operative societies, they are

financed and governed by delegates from the retail

societies as the retail societies are governed by the

individual customer-members. The general quarterly

meetings of the English delegates at Manchester muster
nearly a thousand strong, and there are also branch and
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divisional meetings which total over another thousand.

The meetings approve or disapprove—and so govern

—

the policy of the executive committee, whose members
again are not owners but paid representatives, elected

periodically by the retail societies. You remember
Napoleon's saying about every soldier carrying a marshal's

baton in his knapsack. It was the real element of truth

in his words which created the military strength of the

first French Empire. In a better way, through democratic

election, not merely C.W.S. employees only but any
co-operator may become a member of the ruling body of

the English or Scottish C.W.S.—or, for that matter, of

any other consumers' co-operative association.

StiU further the heritage extends. The two wholesale

societies now hold in trust for the co-operative movement
the Co-operative Insurance Society, which for nearly fifty

years successfully has insured societies against fire, and (in

later years) individual co-operators against the risks of

life. Its unique provision is for collective insurance. A
retail society insures all its members and their wives at

once, paying the premium before declaring the dividend.

If the member takes little interest in the government of

his society, probably he hears nothing of his good fortune.

Nevertheless, should he die even an hour after that society

is insured, an official wiU wait upon the widow to offer

condolences—and gold. The sum may be £2, £4, £S, or

even £10. It will depend upon the member's previous

yearly purchases from his society; it will be greater or

less according to the measure of his previous loyalty.

At Burton-on-Trent the scheme came into force at

midnight on a date late in 1913. It happened that a
few hours later one of the 8,000 members died, and there

came to his family an unexpected gift of £10 from the
Insurance Society.

Apart from the wholesale societies, certain retail

societies have federated in the same manner, but in a less

degree, to own printing works (the Co-operative Printing
Society), laundries, and various productive societies. And,
apart from these again, there is the distinct copartnership
productive movement, consisting of productive societies
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which have retail societies for members, together

with individual workers and individual contributors of

capital. The copartnership movement we have noted
already, as differing from the federal or purely consumers'
movement (best represented by the English Wholesale
Society), by its giving to individual employees a
special share in the control, while admitting, for further

assistance, other individual shareholders. Leicester

and Kettering are the strongholds of this movement.
The first of these Midland towns has six such productive
societies within its borders; and Kettering finds

room for four. Elsewhere in England and Scotland,

betwixt the Medway and the Clyde, there are a
hundred similar productive societies. They are boot
and shoe makers, clothiers, printers, cabinet makers,
cloth and fustian weavers, silk manufacturers, lock

makers, builders, barge builders, bookbinders, and
typists—and this does not exhaust the list. The
societies vary in their constitution ; but, in all those which
are actually copartnership, individual workers in the

factory or workshop of the society contribute to the

capital and share directly in the control. There are

fifty copartnership societies bound together by the

Co-operative Productive Federation, and together they
constitute a considerable force. They subscribe to the

Co-operative Union, entertain conferences, and take part

in the Co-operative Congress. In so much as they are

individual possessions they are less "ours; " and yet their

democratic nature renders them part of the heritage.

They add a brigade also to the army of workers in

co-operative employment. It is an army which, with the

hosts of retail societies, C.W.S., S.C.W.S., and other con-

sumers' societies' employees, numbers 148,000 in all.

Still further the heritage extends. It includes a
people's press, owned and controlled entirely by the

co-operative democracy—the Co-operative News, the

Scottish Co-operator, the Wheatsheaf, the Mitigate Monthly,
Copartnership, and the co-operative children's monthly,
Our Circle. Taking the United Kingdom as a whole,

the Co-operative News is the most important, since it is
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the co-operative weekly newspaper ; and, with its Scottish,

Irish, and South of England editions, its circulation is

nearly 100,000 copies weekly. Like the Mitigate Monthty
and Our Circte, it is owned by a federation of co-operative

societies, in which there are no individual shareholders.

The Scottish Co-operator is a similar weekly exclusively

for Scotland. Copartnership, a monthly, represents the

copartnership productive movement. The Wheatsheaf,

also a monthly, is owned by the great federation, the

English C.W.S. It appears with local supplements, all

uniformly printed by the C.W.S. ; added together, the

pages of these supplements number about 1,500 every
month. The total circulation is about 580,000
copies. In addition to these journals, several of the large

societies each issue a separately-owned monthly Record,

and the Co-operative Union publishes a Quarterly Review.

That brilliant weekly the Irish Homestead, hke the

monthly journal Co-operation in Agriculture, represents the

co-operative agricultural movement described elsewhere.

Still the heritage extends. There is the Women's
Co-operative Guild, described in a later chapter, and the

National Co-operative Men's Guild, also described else-

where; there are the Young People's and Children's

Circles, and the co-operative choirs, the bands, the clubs,

and all the varied lesser associations attached to different

societies. There are special educational associations, too,

and secretaries' and managers' associations ; and there is

the Amalgamated Union of Co-operative Employes,

45,000 strong; while, especially, there is the great

propagandist, advisory, and legal association of all the

societies, the Co-operative Union of Great Britain and
Ireland. This Union includes alike the consumers'
coUectivist retail societies, wholesale societies, and lesser

federations, and the copartnership societies. It includes

also the Civil Service Supply Association, a great con-

sumers' society on a different basis; while in the list of

its members you may find names like the Canteen and
Mess Association, the Scottish Guild of Handicraft, the

Pioneer Fishing Society of North Shields, and the different

agricultural societies described in this book elsewhere.
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The Co-operative Union is built up out of district

conference associations, grouped together in sections : one
section for Scotland, one for Ireland, one for Northern
England, one for North-West England, and so on. Each
section has its board and its secretary, and all the sectional

boards together constitute the chief executive, the Central

Board. But this large body normally rrieets only twice

a year to decide a general policy ; and from week to week,

month to month, the detailed work is carried on by a
representative committee of this executive, known as

the United Board, together with other committees of the

Union. District and sectional conferences take place

throughout the year, but the great event is the annual
Co-operative Congress of delegates sent directly from
all or most of the societies in Great Britain and Ireland

every Whitsuntide. They assemble fifteen hundred
strong, in the largest public hall of some great town,

chosen each year, and, sitting for three days, they review

all the work of the Union. The Central Education
Committee of the Union reports concerning its classes,

training courses, and examinations, its joint efforts with
the Workers' Educational Association and the Universities,

its Easter Week-end for students, and its annual excursion

organised for co-operators able to spend a week on the

Continent. Other committees of the Union are formed
jointly with representatives of the wholesale societies or

of the Trade Union Congress—the Joint Propaganda
Committee, Joint Parliamentary Committee, the Joint

Committee of Co-operators and Trade Unionists—and
these also tender their reports. New or unsettled contro-

versial issues are discussed and papers are read; then a
day excursion follows the business ; and, altogether, with
the opening of the concurrent co-operative exhibition and
the Sunday services, the delegates are six or seven days
in company before they separate.

Still the heritage extends. Usually one of the events of

the Congress is its International Session. Fraternal dele-

gates from nearly every country of Europe, and occasion-

ally from America, India, or Japan, meet on the Congress
platform on an evening, to tell of co-operative progress in
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their countries. They witness every year to the length
and breadth of the co-operative movement. In Germany,
France, Austria-Hungary, Russia, and Italy ; in Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Holland, Belgium, and
Switzerland, the consumers' co-operative movement
already has gone so far as to establish co-operative

wholesale societies. At the International Co-operative
Congress of 19 13 twenty million co-operators were repre-

sented. In Germany the movement has shown the best

side of the German genius in the science and skill of its

pacific organisation. In Denmark there are many
more co-operators, proportionately, than in Britain.

A map of Switzerland in the offices of the Swiss
Co-operative Union is thick with dots representing

the societies of the country. Whetner in industrial cities

like Zurich or Basle, or tourist centres like Lucerne, or

villages like William Tell's Altdorf, equally you will find

handsome co-operative stores (closed on Sundays, though
other shops are open !), and sometimes important produc-
tive departments also. In Russia the co-operative move-
ment has an enormous future; in Paris the chief stores,

on its high eastern hill, where the workmen of the Paris

Commune in 1871 made their last desperate stand, looks

down upon a city that co-operation may peacefully

conquer.

The thriftiness of the French, the fraternity of the

Russians, the solidarity of the Germans, the independence
of the Swiss, the free spirit of the Scandinavians, the

industry of the Netherlanders, all are appealed to by
co-operation. But, even though European co-operation

ultimately may surpass that of Britain, one honour is

imperishably ours. It was from us that the consumers'
system was derived. It is upon Rochdale that all these

co-operators look as the cradle of the modern movement.
It is our heritage which they have shared. And this

Rochdale co-operation is a happy heritage, in that the

wider it is shared each nation's portion of it becomes the

richer. Just as the union of all becomes stronger as

member joins with member, just as federations become
more powerful for all as society binds itself to society, so
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as country after country becomes co-operative, the good
of all is multiplied. There is an International Co-operative

Alliance officially constituted by the co-operative societies

of the different countries of the world, an Alliance with

offices in London and a permanent secretary, an Alliance

which authoritatively summons International Co-opera-

tive Congresses in some important European co-operative

centre once every three years. The international

fraternity which this Alliance represents is a part, may
even yet become the greatest part of our heritage. If the

co-operative movement can hasten the far-off time of the

melting of cannon and the conversion of battleships, if

at last it can march with triumphant democracy to the

great International Co-operative Alliance of the United
Nations of Europe, it will have proved a heritage indeed.

* *
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yPhc Harrott.An International Handshake.
German, Austrian, Japanese, Scottish, Indian, Roumanian, and

Swiss Delegates to the Hamburg International Co-operative Congress, 1910.
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CHAPTER V.

Our Economics.

THE co-operative movement depends equally upon
idealists and men of business. It best flourishes

where both work together. If it were looked upon
simply as a business it would not only cease to be a move-
ment; it would not remain efficient even as a machine.
As the democratic hope and purpose died out of it, so

would slacken all its energies for the common good. None
would profit by it except an interested few. The dividend

on purchases would become an illusory benefit maintained
by high prices; or it would be allowed to dwindle if it

were found possible to carry on the stores more and more
as an ordinary shop. Just as the people have lost educa-

tional endowments, lands, and benefits, for lack of power
and opportunity to defend their own, so the machinery of

co-operation would be directed away from the common-
wealth, if all sense of the human purpose and ideal of the

movement were lost to its rank and file. No, for sheer

money-making, and nothing but money-making—taking

people as they are and leaving them so, or worse—let us

have capitalism. Co-operation is more than a business

;

it is a movement. It must travel to its land of promise,

or drift back to bondage or perish.

On the other hand, co-operation cannot live by
idealism alone. Even a march to a promised land must
be undertaken in order. Moses would have lacked much
power from God if he had not been a most efficient

organiser, skiUed in all knowledge of the Egyptians.

Pharaoh would have put up with the loss of a good many .

children of Israel if he could have retained Moses. Let

us hold in respect that sober knowledge of men and
things which equips the business man. And more than

this, let us ever beware of any enthusiasm, any idealism,

however magnificent, which scorns the cool sense of means^
and ends. No doubt it is superb to lift our ideas like
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rockets, and shower hopes in golden rain; but the

persistent fire in a boiler is more valuable, as a persistent

light before a shrine is more poetic.

To a very large extent the co-operative movement is

the only one through which a wage-earner with ideas and
ideals may come to grips with economic realities. Any
man, of course, may read the trade journals, or take up
an agency in his spare time, or interest himself in some
corner shop or other. But there is no idealism in these

things. They are as barren of human interest as the

commercial supplements to the Times. With co-operation

it is different. The business of co-operation is an extension

of the business of the home. It is a business of mutual
interest. It is a business which accumulates the capital

that is power, and accumulates it for our common human
good. It is an organisation for supplying ourselves that,

properly conducted, can never fail, but always will be
more sure because we create our own certain market. It

is a business which is all the more profitable because,

paradoxically, instead of profit, its aim is consumption
and use. It is a jolly business, because both social and
sure. And so all sorts of people find in it a guide to

practical economics, a guide as cheerful as a picture book,
instead of one as dull as a grocer's price list.

We may readily admit that in this respect trade

unions, friendly societies, and democratically-controUed

religious movements also have their value. These, too,

contain problems of organisation, and teach the value of

proper management. Yet, in fear and trembling, their

officials have not to take stock and review profit and loss

accounts. The revenues of their associations are provided
by voluntary subscriptions, with levies and special efforts

in the background. But the co-operative movement itself

provides revenue. Not only does it build up its democratic
organisation and create its social and educational

opportunities without charge to its adherents, but it also

fills their war chests for the battle of life, and even pays
interest upon the very capital which it accumulates for

its members. This cannot be done without the committees
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and officials of the movement taking account of the

economic laws which condition nature and man. Upon
its business side the co-operative movement is a college

of commerce, a college whose doors stand always open, a

college in which the only fee is service.

Because of the knowledge of business thus acquired,

many co-operators have become suspicious of economic
gospels. For example, Robert Owen declared that
" Labour is the only source of wealth;" and this has been
interpreted to mean that the working classes produce all

the wealth of the world, and are robbed of the greater part

by the owners of capital. You may hear the theory carried

still further when a street-corner speaker points to an
adjacent factory, and claims an addition of eightpence to

each fourpence received by each worker in that factory.

It is very flattering to us who are wage-earners. We are

everybody, and the rest are nobody. But co-operative

history does not support the theory. Owenite co-operative

societies, productive societies of 1850, engine works and
mines of 1870, and quarries of 1900, all have demonstrated
by failure that the value of labour is not sufficient in itself.

And, at the same time, a steady and increasing volume of

co-operative success has pointed to a larger and a broader
view.

Wealth is, normally, the fruit of social unity. Man by
himself, as Mr. H. G. Wells has said, is a worm. Man in

association with mankind may be, and certainly ought to

be, rich and happy. And if the world is richer to-day

—

richer, that is to say, in the aggregate—it is chiefly because
of the wide co-operation to which business men are bound,
even while they deny co-operation as a principle, and
continually injure its working by their competition. Take,
for example, the Lancashire cotton trade. Whence does
its wealth arise ? Simply from the capital embarked in

it ? Hardly, for a mountain of gold as high as Ben Nevis
could do nothing of itself. Is it, then, the result of the
cotton workers' labour ? In part, yes ; but wholly, no.

Behind the daily application of the workers there is the
trained character and intelligence, and the inherited
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powers which make for efficiency. All those influences

upon life whose operation has resulted in the Lancashire

spinner or weaver being to-day more skilful or energetic

than the Hindoo, have added to the economic gain. And,
beyond the actual work done inside the mills and sheds,

there is the prime factor of the goodwill of buyers in the

world's markets, and the world-wide organisation of the

trade. Cotton merchants, spinners, buyers, yarn agents,

master weavers, cloth merchants, shippers, and importers

are all being driven by the needs of commerce to adjust

means to ends. They are seeking to avoid waste, whether
it arises from useless mills, from idle machinery, from
delayed transport, from duplicated or unproductive

labour, from congested stocks, or from the manufacture
of cloth which is not to customers' liking. And beyond all

this effort, again, there are the cable and telegraph

services, the technical and commercial press, the law
courts and the Government. Last of all, we arrive at that

moral and intellectual development of mankind which
alone makes it possible for men to work together in such

vast numbers and over so wide a field.

Our industrial co-operative societies freely acknow-
ledge the value of employees' labour; but they are taught

by experience, also, to acknowledge the worth of organising

skill, of careful buying and economy in distribution, of

sound accountancy and cash trading, and of an intelligent

membership not willing to create friction or liable to give

way to panics. Especially they realise the value—the

solid cash value—of honest purpose, frank common
sense, and the mutual respect and goodwill which enable

all parties, members, employees, committees, and
officials, to pull together. Unlike the mills of Bolton or

Paisley (luckily) co-operative societies need not, also,

depend in part upon damp weather for success ; neverthe-

less, the labour and capital which they employ would be
very much less fruitful amidst the individuahsm of

Chicago or New York. And if by any wizardry a highly

successful co-operative store could be taken out of this

age and dropped down in the Lancashire, Glasgow, or

South Wales of two hundred years ago there would be a
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depreciation quite unprovided for in the rules. It is only

through social action on the part of the men of to-day,

abreast of the best opportunities of to-day, that the wealth

of to-day and to-morrow is possible.

" Him whom you ignorantly worship, Him I declare

unto you." So said St. Paul to the assembled wisdom of

Athens. And, to the business organisers of our time,

co-operators can say, " That which ye ignorantly attain,

that do we set before you. Under your rule each is for

himself, serving another's turn only by accident. In

your world one element alone is master, the element of

capital. Labour is crushed and the claims of the com-
munity are ignored. While the providence of God, the

heritage of civilisation, the labours of motherhood, and the

life of mankind over the new world and the old are creating

the wealth of the world, your system grants the mastery
of that wealth only to the few. To you all the world is a

mint, and all its fruits are metal, to be coined into capital

and so monopolised. But in our system co-operation is

our end and purpose. We get on by working more
successfully together. Your thoughts are for the spur of

competition, but our regard is for the horse, which is the

horse of co-operation, harnessed not to the chariots of

capital but to the car of common good. With us labour

is the honoured servant, and it is the lifeless thing capital

which is the drudge for the lowest rate of pay. Organising

skill and special ability we recognise specially, as they
serve our societies ; but, with us, the body is always more
than any one of its members, even though that member
be the brain ; therefore, whatever surplus arises from the

common efforts of all, we divide amongst all in the manner
which has proved itself the fairest. For with us none is

the absolute master, but as each is for all so are all for

each."

A true theory of economics thus is inherent in the

proved and tested constitution of each society. Although
mainly of the working class, and proud of it, we do not

join together specifically as members of a trade, nor do we
unite as capitalists. We meet as human beings organised
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for our common human welfare. We honour every
member, while the body is more than the members. We
are not absolute communists. To each, as nearly as

possible, the social value of his labour, to each his separate

share of capital, to each his separate voice and vote. To
each his own, and, after that, the surplus value, the

individually unearned increment, for all.

Let us imagine a people living in a valley. While the
population is small, the settlement will be on the fertile

land in the bottom. But as population increases it will

be necessary to extend the cultivation up the hillsides.

As the higher ground will be ever less and less productive
the last comers will need to work harder, or use their wits

and invent new ways of tillage. But the labour, skill,

and invention, which, even then, only just suffice to return

a bare living at the margin of cultivation, will be capable
of producing richer and richer results from the deep, fertile

soil of the original settlement. Now, the difference

between the bare return and the rich harvest will

represent the surplus value, the margin for comfort, of

that people. If in any equitable way they can divide that

margin over the whole body, no doubt there will be a

tolerable peace between them. But if the original settlers

and their successors claim monopoly rights these latter,

under a system of free competition, will become so rich as

to be able to capitalise the rest of the people, to buy up all

their machinery and materials, and virtually rule the

entire valley and all its environs.

The business world is just such a valley. Since all

things are different in nature, and vary in economic value

from sterile to rich, what is true of land is true in bold

outline of all other possessions. Urban land at the heart

of London is, as we know, enormously valuable, while

land at the edge of London is very much cheaper; so we
may compare the centre of London to the bottom of a

valley, which ever becomes more precious as the popula-

tion extends up the sides—that is to ssLy, towards the

sterile edges. Again, while there is work for only one
railway naturally taking the shortest and easiest way from
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London to Manchester, the reahsed value of that railway

is at a minimum. But as a second, third, or fourth route

is opened the first line (all other things being equal)

becomes more and more and more valuable. And, once
more (all other things being equal) the oldest-established,

or most favourably-established business—bank, shop,

manufactory, or insurance company—becomes the safest

and strongest, yielding the better return to labour and
skill. Admitted that the rule works in a more complex
and obscure way where time, place, men, and processes

all are varying, and where one variation may balance

another, nevertheless, on the whole, it applies.

The best markets, the best business connections, the

best of everything is limited ; and the growth of popula-
tion and of civilisation (for which no one man is

responsible) adds continually to the value of the best

circumstanced. Possess a trade mark which, by original

claim, has become a household word, handed down from
parent to child, and it will be your own fault if, with not
more effort than your neighbour puts forth, j^ou do not
grow ten times more rich. Moreover, under joint-stock

capitalism, by which all variations in value are reduced
to the one uniform standard of share value on the stock

market, the difficulty of possessing a majority of the

many varieties of the " best " is easily encountered.
" Money makes money." Be well circumstanced in the
stock market and a continually increasing margin of

investing power will enable you to buy up more and
more ; and no loss here or there will thwart the general
gain to capital from the increase of population, discovery,

colonisation, and civilisation.

In a charming book on Paris, Mr. E. V. Lucas describes

how he once ventured on to the Paris Bourse, and fled in

horror from the furious bestial babel. For there in utter

nakedness the international fight for the monopoly of

unearned increment was proceeding. It proceeds through-
out Europe and America, in Exchanges or through brokers
and the daily press, an absorbing, corrupting, desperate,

insatiable gamble, unrebuked from pulpit or platform, and
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unrestricted by Parliaments. But co-operation is outside

it all. If I may quote the Story of the C.W.S. :

—

A consumers' co-operative society; retail or wholesale, is not
a joint-stock company, and in consequence it does not declare a
dividend upon its capital. Unlike all other commercial bodies to

which the public is admitted, and that are described as " limited,"

a consumers' co-operative society has no shares of fluctuating
value. During forty-nine 3'ears, from 1864 to 191 2 inclusive, the
C.W.S. profits increasing from £26y to ;^6i3,ooo annually, and
totalling nearly eight millions in all, resulted in no person being
either one penny the richer or the poorer by reason of any buying
or selling of shares. Automatically the store movement abolishes
stock exchange gambling, with its " bulls," " bears," " corners,"
panics, " bucket shops," and all such machinery of something for

nothing at someone's expense.

Co-operators do not allow capital to monopolise or

even share in any increasing margin of wealth. The
society may grow bigger, the working become more
economical, the deprecjation more effective with the lapse

Co-operative Ins
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of years, but the value per share and the rate of interest

paid alike remain at the same level. The surplus goes

out in collective benefits, and in dividend on purchases.

If surplus value in the business world went to labour

instead of to capital, it would still be difficult to benefit

all. The employees of the London and North-Western
Railway, for example, could not in justice be allowed a
monopoly, nor could the whole body of railwaymen ; for

some body of workers, or some trade, would always be
better circumstanced than another. That surplus which
represents the gain to humanity by all human increase

and effort, past and present, should go, not to any section,

but to all. And in a voluntary co-operative society it is

through paying dividend on purchases that we reach out
to all. We do not say, " One member, one equal share in

profits," as we say " One man, one vote." If we did we
should create too great a temptation for a society to

extend its operations but not its membership. Or we
should have real " divi.-hunters "—^members joining just

for a share in profits derived from someone else. The
real member is the one who shares the economic life of the

society. He is the one who demands and is supplied;

who exchanges value for value; who, in blunt terms,

gives his trade. In sacramental religion, the one who
takes the bread and the wine is the member of the church

;

and, on a humbler level, it is the same in a co-operative

society. The trading member is in secular communion.
Demand and supply is the Hfe of the society; and if we
could make one co-operative society of the world, then
service and enjoyment, working through the machinery
of exchange, would balance one another; and the distri-

bution of aU surplus value to aU who enjoy, either

collectively or through dividend on individual purchases,

would justly follow.

The word " collectively " is used advisedly. It is not
essential to co-operation that profit should be distributed

directly to individuals. The scheme of collective

insurance, which subtracts a collective premium from the

collective profit in order to provide a benefit to every
member and member's wife in proportion to purchases, is
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an instance of a wiser course. As a collective scheme it

takes from the dividend no more than id. in the £; but if

the pennies were given out to each member and then
re-collected, the cost of the re-collection would out-balance
the receipts, and there would be no benefits for anybody.
The whole virtue is in the simple, collective appropria-
tion. So, too, with other collective benefits. Reading-
rooms, libraries, and concerts, funds for propaganda and
extension, help for the old and the sick, maternity
benefits and pensions all can best be met by collective

appropriations, provided the administration is such as to

make these things of real benefit to all. In other cases, as

in insurance for special benefits, it may some day be found
possible to institute a partial collectivism, by members
individually authorising a deduction of the premiums
from the individual dividend—a collection at the source.

But in other cases, again, there is no virtue at all in the

collective idea, for there the member has his or her own
ideas of spending the dividend, and rightly will insist upon
the individual use.

There are people who condemn dividend altogether.

Many shopkeeping capitalists hate it because they cannot
argue it away; and they are joined by some socialists,

who attack it for reasons not very clear to anybody at

all. Then there are the superior persons, who deprecate

it because they confuse it with dividend on capital;

and these include not only middle-class people, uneasy,

perhaps, about their 7 or 10 per cent investments, but
also some trade unionists, socialists, and Labour M.P.'s,

who, at any rate, ought to know better. Granted that

dividend may be abused. It may become artificial,

through prices palpably exceeding the market rates, or

through reducing the quality of goods, or by sharp practice

in regard to weight. In the pursuit of an immediate
return, depreciation may be scamped, and trade restricted

to the most profitable lines, and the best interests of

consumer or worker sacrificed.

Attack these abuses if you will, attack high prices if

you find them an obstacle; but do not join in the
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interested or foolish outcry against dividend itself. Do
not even ascribe high prices, hastily, to a high dividend.

The shopkeepers who provide the very poor with a cheap
market are by no means selling at a loss, and a co-opera-

tive store supplying the same qualities, and worked in the

same manner, could sell to the ill-paid, and still pay a

dividend which would be a boon. For dividend is the

natural economic gain of efficient co-operation ; and it may
be more easily wasted through an inferior service than
given (before it is earned) in halfpennies and pennies on
goods sold below market rates. Good buying, efficient

management, stocks quickly turned over and well looked

after, a close study of members' needs, cash payments,
a willingness on the part of members to order in bulk and
carry goods home or be content with a weekly delivery

—

all will increase the quarterly saving. Wliere people

are " thick on the ground " also, the store is more
economical to work. The average weekly purchase of

members, too, in some societies reaches over £i a week;
in others it falls to 3s. ; but it is the high figure that helps

the dividend. In brief, all things being equal, the older

established the society, the better depreciated its

property, the more perfected its methods, the less internal

friction it experiences, and the more secure it is in its

members' goodwill—the more surely its dividend on
purchases will be increased by an increment socially

gained although earned by no one individual. For a
society, let me say again, is more than a collection of

individuals ; it is a living tree rather than a heap of dead
leaves; and it can win a wealth for all that not one,

single-handed, could get for himself.

And, beyond this, dividend on purchases has still

another virtue. There are still other reasons why its place

in the co-operative economy should be defended. Consider

the alternative methods of distributing surplus values.

There is, first, the method of dividends or bonuses on
capital, a method which, with co-operators, is out of the

question. Then there is the method of payment to labour
in increased wages ; and this, of course, is good ; but it

has its limitations. Under present-day conditions it is
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impossible to give to all workers equitably [i.e.,

simultaneously, and in due proportion to miners, agri-

cultural labourers, clerks, seamstresses, domestic servants,

&c.), while increased wages frequently are absorbed by
increased rents and costs of living. A third way is to use

profits in relieving rates, as municipalities do; but this

means collecting tram fares from work-girls to give to

large ratepayers. But dividend on purchases goes to all

who buy. In practice it goes less to those who buy
luxuries, and have money for theatres, flowers, gorgeous

hats, and motor excursions, but rather to the poorer

people with families, who steadily buy necessaries from the

stores. And it is not liable to be frittered away. It goes

direct to the home-provider, in a lump sum quarterly, for

children's clothes, furniture, family holidays, doctors'

bills, maternity needs, unemployment, and old age. Since

the modern co-operative movement began, from 1844
until the end of 191 4, the co-operative stores of Great
Britain have returned to their members in dividend on
purchases the total sum of £260,000,000. Let us say
boldly, as we may say truthfully, that never in the history

of the world was so vast an amount better distributed.

Dividend on purchases is the best scheme of " profit-

sharing " ever invented; for it does more than share

profits—it abolishes at the source the system of making
profits out of others' needs, and creates instead a bulwark
against want, for each and all.

And now to prolong the chapter for a word on the

traders' complaint of co-operators not paying income
tax. AU this wealth, it is said, has escaped its just share

of taxation. This absurd misunderstanding we can
dispose of by half a dozen arguments, each one of them
final. First, if, as private traders say, the co-operative

dividend is simply an overcharge and a delusion, what
income is there to be taxed ? Second, co-operators

certainly are not deriving profits from trade with non-

proprietors (as the shopkeepers do), but are merely saving

profit to themselves. Third, the great majority of the

incomes from which their purchasing power arises,
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however important in the bulk, are individually below
the £130 level. Fourth, as large consumers of tea, cocoa,

sugar, dried fruits, and tobacco, co-operators already are

contributing to indirect taxation in far greater proportion

than the rich. Fifth, as regards local rates, if not taxes,

co-operators in putting up handsome stores and halls

burden themselves very much more than do the multiple

shop trusts and most shopkeepers. Sixth, under all

schedules except one co-operative societies already pay
income tax, and if they were taxed under this other one
the two million claims for rebate would not be under
that one alone, but under all. Seventh—but these are

enough. When the jeweller offers to pay income tax on
the amount he has saved by purchasing diamonds for

his wife at wholesale prices; when the grocer mulcts
himself for the saving to his household through tea and
cocoa at cost ; when the club man is super taxed upon
his cheaper liquors; the commercial railway traveller

upon his trader's ticket, and the "friend of the manager"
upon his free pass to the theatre—then will it be time to

discuss seriously the taxation of co-operators' equity and
thrift.

Ai TICK Business at a C.W.S. Fruit Sale.

(Newcastle, 1913.)
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CHAPTER VI.

A Housewives' and a Social Movement.

A SK any man which is the largest industry in the
yUk country and he will reply " mining," or " cotton,"

or " ship-building." Or, if he is particularly

thoughtful, he may answer " agriculture." But in truth

the largest industry is none of these. It is not any of

those trades which produce articles of commercial
exchange, and result in the heaping-up of money. It is

that part of the work of the world which is done directly

for use and is a direct service of life. The market it serves

is decidedly a "home-market." The "goods" it produces
are immediately consumed, and come at once to the

user, free of toll by merchant or financier. It is, in short,

the domestic industry of wives and mothers—an industry

so close to life that in the clamour of the world concerning

profits, rates, fair prices, protection and the fruits of

labour, it is very much overlooked.

The census returns for 191 1 show that more than
one million men and boys are at work in mines and
quarries. But considerably more than a million and a

quarter women and girls are engaged in domestic service.

And these domestic servants are no more than an auxiliary

of a greater army. In England and Wales alone there

are 8,000,000 inhabited dwellings. In the same area

there are 7,995,000 married women and widows. And
there are 10,000,000 children under 15 years of age.

We do not try and sell children, and so we cannot
estimate commercially the value which these millions

represent. All the labour of night and day, all the care

and thought and effort in the home largely through which
600,000 healthy recruits at least are added every year

to the number of direct wage-earners, or to the indirect

wage-earners at home—this effort cannot be measured
by any selling price of the "output." Furthermore, the

industry of the 8,000,000 homes has another value.
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Leaving out of account nearly 5,000,000 girls and women
working for wages, many of whom are housewives in,

addition, there are 11,450,000 wage-earning men and boys.

By how much would all this economic capacity be
reduced if, through some unimaginable plague, every

home were left empty of its patient servant ? No
failure in war could ruin us so completely.

So the industry of home-making and child-rearing is

of great consequence. Yet it is left almost severely to

itself. Most people do not even regard it as an industry

at all. We say of a girl or a woman that she goes out
" to work," as if all staying at home were for pleasure.

Indeed, with a sublime but unconscious humour, the

census returns calmly classify 6,900,000 wives and widows
in England and Wales as "retired or unoccupied." A
visitor from Mars would be led to think of making jam in

a factory as very much more important than the making
of a home. The confectionery trades may influence

international agreements about sugar, but no powerful
organisations defend the trade of the housewives. There
are no trade unions for it, and little technical education;

while the cheap Home-gossip papers hardly compare
with the great technical journals pubhshed in the

interests of different industries. Every woman may be a
queen in her bower, but the working-class woman is the

subject as well, frequently a lonely subject. The factory

workers go in numbers to their work, and talk together

over the midday meal, but the woman at home plods

along by herself, or with children for company.
Not long ago the Times spoke of the " doubtful joys

"

of the housewife and mother, who has to " face the difficult

conditions of the present day with an equipment little in

advance of that of the eighteenth century." In some
respects the changed conditions have affected her more
than any other worker. The rich woman is separated
by the manner of her life from the poor woman to a
greater extent than their husbands are parted. The
world strews its flowers to-day at the feet of the lady of

the wealthy or the servant-keeping classes; life for her
never was more easy, safe, and pleasurable ; but the lot
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The Hard Case of the Widow.

of the poor man's wife is different. Those who have had
no experience of it, or have not studied it, should read

Mrs. Pember Reeves' statement of the dismal facts of
" Round about a Pound a Week," and then decide

whether they would not prefer to earn the £i in a
government-inspected or union-protected factory, mine, or

works, rather than bear or rear children, provide for the

wage-earner, and, in a smoky town, keep a home decent

on a sum averaging, after the rent is paid, 12s. a week.

Imagine the abnegation imposed by never being able to

spend with a clear conscience a single penny just as one
pleases

!

When the fraction of the house-keeping allowance

available for the mother's and children's food refuses to

average more than 2jd. per head per day, and frequently

sinks to ijd., even the best of husbands cannot make
the Ufe easy. And poverty at this end of the scale, Hke
the idleness of the rich at the other, increases the strain

upon character in both husband and wife. If the

husband fails, the wage of the housekeeper vanishes;

but unless she abandons her children to the workhouse,
her industry must go on. Heroically she does not
abandon her children. She labours at a second industr}^

and finds support for that which is unpaid. It is then
that the full hardship of her position is felt. The
deserted wife or (more usually) the widow receives

nothing for her labour as mother, or at best a parish

dole ; while for her second effort the reward is a sweated
wage. Ten or twelve years ago pensions for widows were
offered with pounds of tea. The offer was no more than a
glittering bubble. Yet such was their fear for the future

that half a million women quickly grasped at it, and 19,000
widows actually qualified for the impossible pensions.

Co-operative dividends will not yet suffice to provide
a sufficient pension for every widow and meet other needs
of the home as well; but co-operative dividends do
provide for working women a read and tangible part of

their dream. Whether the member of the society is the
husband or the wife, the dividend on purchases belongs
to the spender of the wages. It is hers by common
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consent and right of custom. The law does not protect

her in her right to the house-keeping allowance, and all

that can be saved out of it; but co-operative societies

ever have admitted the rights of women in advance of

the law. The fact that this money (and perhaps this

money alone) she may reckon upon as hers is a chief

reason why " divi." is popular. Co-operation, then, is

not ashamed to thrive through the dividend when it

induces women to organise and combine and use the power
of the pocket. For every week ten million sterling or so

of wages are spent in the shops of the United Kingdom,
and, for the most part, this vast economic power passes

through the hands of women. The woman with the

basket is the most significant figure in the co-operative

movement. Come and buy (we say), come and buy.

Buy in your own interests, for you will receive more than

goods ;
you will gain membership. From being customers

you will become proprietors.

At least 300 societies admit women in their own right,

even though the husband already is a member. Leeds,

Bolton, Newcastle, Stratford, Woolwich—the largest

societies are among this number.* In all other cases either

the wife or the husband may represent the attachment
of the household. And certainly not less than half a

million women are the legal mutual-proprietors of stores

in their own right. A small but increasing number sit

on the committees of management. The co-operative

is the woman's movement. Wage-earners are combined
in their trade unions; she, the consumer and the

representative of consumers, has the stores. To the

possibilities of this, not only for their value in rare gold

coin, but for still richer uses, the housewife is awaking.
Thirty years ago, to that appeal to " come and buy

"

one or two pioneer women made a new answer. Very
good (they replied), but we want more than is bought
and sold, and we have something else to offer for it than
money. We want life, life for our sisters and ourselves,

and for it we can give service. And Mrs. A. H. D. Acland,

of Oxford, and Mrs. Mary Lawrenson, of Woolwich, joined

+ Out of 40,000 members of the Plymouth Society 30,000 are women.
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with other co-operative women to form the present

Women's Co-operative Guild. It is this union, chiefly

of non-wage-earning married women, which now has

32,000 members organised in 600 branches. To the

adherents of the guild the store is even more than their

own shop. It is a club and institute. Over the store,

or near to it, at least once a week the members meet to

hear lectures, to discuss and work together to break down
the separateness of the married woman's working life.

Round the private traders' doors on Monday mornings
in working-class districts you may often see groups of

housewives. " Talking, just like women," say the men.
In truth, they are vindicating their human nature. Cows
do not talk as they munch together, and bells in a

tower will remain silent side by side; but a tongue
to speak a friendly word is neighbourly, and a proof

of a living soul. Now, the private trader affords no
opportunity except before the counter, or in the cold

and windy street. The stores, however, provide for

the talking. It is organised and directed into a social

and domestic force. Consider the sensible subjects of

the talk. Here are a few that came before guild

branches in one society only during the month of

February, 1914:
—"Moral Hygiene for Children," "The

Trade Training of Girls," " School Clinics," " The Co-

operative House Beautiful," " The Insurance Act and
Maternity," " Invalid Cookery," " Life of Florence

Nightingale," " The Suffrage Question "—and " An
Evening with Mark Twain " was not debarred. And
the glow of social spirit in the mutual provision of other-

wise impossible aids to sick nursing, for loans to members
on the lowest possible terms, and in teas, coffee suppers,

socials and dances, picnics, children's nights and outings,

would have rejoiced the heart of Dickens, who saw
nothing so hopeful amidst working women in his day.

Moreover, the life of the guild is not only in its branches

;

besides its own centralised convalescent fund and its

central office, with its propaganda and pubhcations, there

is the annual guild congress. Should a women's guild

congress meet in your town, take the opportunity of
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looking in upon it. You will hear the kind of talk which
counts. That body of 900 women—a meadow of bright

hats, bordered by a flower-bed of a platform—will sit

with the utmost order and concentrated attention, while

a Lancashire mother of children or a London or a
Bristol wife speaks out of her experience. Women in

Parliament ? The wearing of a skirt does not make a
paragon, and it is not every woman or leader of women
who would command support, but it would be a strange

congress if it did not exhibit half a dozen speakers capable

of sustaining the best traditions of public life. The guild

is a force, and the congress is a force; and it has been
shown by the influence of the guild upon legislation

in favour of married women, and by the furtherance

of the principle of the minimum wage, especially for

women workers, within the co-operative movement.
The guild consistently has put it to the woman with the

basket that as a consumer and a member of the co-opera-

tive stores she has both rights and duties. The employee
has a duty to her, and she, too, owes a duty to the
employee in voting for fair conditions of service.

All this relates to a fraction of the activity of the
EngUsh (and Welsh) Guild ; but, besides this organisation

in Southern Britain, there is the Scottish Women's Guild

(13,000 strong), and the Irish Women's Guild, with its

contingent of 500 members. Beyond the ideas of the
early pioneers, by methods more complex than they
imagined, the co-operative movement is fulfilling a chief

mission—its mission to the married working woman, to

her who is a consumer as her husband is a producer, to

women who as wage-spenders can join hands with the
wage-earners for the betterment of all their class, and for

all the myriad of children who out of the dim future

come trooping up. Let it be admitted that much is yet to

be done. Through its dividend on purchases co-operation

is recognised as a benefit by an inarticulate host of wives
and mothers, a million in number. To increase this body,
to add miUion to million, is one task. Another is even
greater. It is in enfranchising socially the ever-gathering

array, in educating the millions as consumers, in taking
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The Men's Guild.

the burden from life and making of it a boon from on
high. To attempt all this, while leading working woman-
hood into the full powers of citizenship, securing for her

a due place in the commonwealth—what a task is here !

Meanwhile, the flourishing of the women's guild has
roused husbands and brothers to an entirely harmonious
rivalry. Is the woman with the basket the only pur-

chaser from the stores ? Do not the men go there for

boots, shirts, clothes, ties, wedding rings, and tobacco ?

Must it be only the buyers of tea and biscuits, jellies, and
mystery packets who in the guildroom may test the prices

and quality of the stores, and criticise the committee and
manager ? Have the co-operative societies no place for

men except at quarterly meetings or on the committees ?

The answer to these questions is the National Men's Guild.

Its branches act by themselves, arranging debates,

lectures, and rambles; or branches of the men's guild

and the women's guild will join forces. There is no
movement like this of co-operation for touching domestic

life at all points. Besides the women's guild and the

men's guild, there are the young people's circles and the

children's circles. Even the children buy sweets at the

stores. Even the children know what it means to "stick

to the stores." Have they not the right, then, to share in

the social pleasures and advantages of the stores ?

The relation of co-operation to the labour movement
is a question which the men's guild fruitfully consider.

Here is the trade union movement. It is a great

working-class effort. There are over three million

trade unionists in the United Kingdom, and, also,

three million co-operators. Could not the power of these

two armies be used for certain objects in common ?

Trade unionists act collectively to secure better wages
and conditions, for the worker's labour is his life. Co-
operators act collectively to reduce the cost of living, for

the price of food is the price of life. Despite the agreement
of method, there is a contradiction, you might say, in the

two immediate objects. Miners' wages are improved
G 97
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and the cost of coal advances; or, by the sale of cheap
articles, wages are kept down. But in reality we are

looking at two sides of the same shield. The people
who receive wages and the people who spend them are in

the main the same people. If capitalists can come in

between the wage-earning and the wage-spending the
one function may be set against the other. The capitahst

may say to the wage-earner, " Prices and profits will not
admit of any advance," and to the purchaser, " Owing to

increased labour costs we are compelled to increase our
prices." In either case, when the husband has received

his wages from the private employer, and the wife has
spent them with the private trader, the family is no
better off. So the question continualty arises as to

whether the co-operative and the trade union movements
cannot act together to check the setting of producer
against consumer, by substituting the control of the

people over industry for the control of the capitalist.

Sixty years ago co-operators beheved that trade

unionism would become unnecessary, for the goal of the

unionist would be reached more easily and speedily

through co-operation alone. Forty years ago trade

unionists were friendly towards a part of the co-operative

programme at any rate, as supplementary to their own,
for they had come to believe that production by co-

operators and trade unionists together would lead to an
escape from capitalism. Twenty years ago the trade

unionists were less enthusiastic, and had begun to look

down upon co-operative stores as merely thrift clubs and
co-operation as " divi. hunting." But to-day the two
movements are drawing together again. The trade union
movement now has grown into the labour movement.
It has created a political party. It has set itself to face

aU the problems of our national life. Wholly or in part

it has adopted a large programme of public ownership of

the means of Hfe. It also has its inspiration in visions

of a co-operative commonwealth. How natural it is, then,

that the two movements should consider the aims and
interests they have in common.
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Co-operation and Trade Unionism.

The co-operative movement, however, is obhged to

consider one outstanding difficulty. Co-operation is a

voluntary movement. Even with their own employees

co-operators do not stipulate that wages must be spent

at the stores ; and if they desired to do so the Truck Acts

still would intervene. Let it be admitted that the

voluntaryism is not absolute. Once a member of a

society, a man is bound by the majority. The vegetarian

must consent to a part of his capital being invested in a

butcher}^ department. The man who disbelieves in modern
medicine or surger}^ may be in a minority of one upon
the question of a donation to the hospitals. Absolute

freedom of action in this world is incompatible with

association. We must not press unreasonably the abstract

idea of free-will. Nevertheless, co-operation is far from
accepting coercion as it is adopted by trade unionism.

Trade unions have compelled the adhesion of " blacklegs
"

as no co-operative society has dreamt of impressing

members. We have not even a word of abuse for the

non-co-operator. Hence it has not been difficult for the

majority of trade unionists to accept political action, and
the use of political force in furthering their schemes of

social re-organisation. And let us be fair to this element
of compulsion; under real majority rule it is not neces-

sarily hurtful. In questions of free trade or protection,

or of a Parhament in Dublin or no Parliament there, if no
compromise is possible ultimate minorities must submit
one way or the other, since the nation is bound to act as

one; but it is the business of statesmen to minimise the

compulsion. In other matters, like those of a legal

minimum wage, or the provision of meals for school

children, the coercion is a much more limited thing.

And when it comes to national telephones or municipal
trams there is practically no coercion at all. As with
co-operative dairies or bakeries, those who do not want
them need not support them. So in reality the gulf between
voluntary co-operation and pohtical trade unionism has
been narrowed down on both sides. Nevertheless, a certain

distance remains. Will it ever be bridged ?

The question is one that we cannot answer here.

9J
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Co-operative guilds and debating societies discuss the
point; and, at the annual co-operative congresses, you
may hear the issue put to the vote, and a mighty shout
of " aye " will be drowned by a still mightier " no."

You must come into the co-operative movement, and help
to settle the matter for yourself. But meanwhile it is to

be noted that co-operators and trade unionists show a
fraternal spirit nowadays in all sorts of ways. Labour
and co-operative representatives pulled together on the

Workers' National Emergency Committee, and the Labour
men were glad to draw strong arguments to put before the

Government from the co-operative action in not yielding

or yielding only slowly to the ever-rising tide of war prices.

Almost at any Labour meeting you may hear some Labour
leader asserting the value to trade unionists of the

co-operative stores.

,, Co-operation, then, leaves each man free in politics

and religion. Logically, no doubt, he who believes in

co-operation should support its principles in the larger

area of the State. Accepting industrial democracy in one
sphere, including the subordination of capital, the

collective supply of common needs, the distribution of

surplus values over the whole community, and equal

rights for women,, the co-operator cannot logically deny
them in another. Nor can he refrain from wanting
legislation (and wanting it willingly administered) to

protect the consumer from adulteration and from artificial

increases in the cost of living. Furthermore, the cause

of democracy is one. If it loses ground in one direction

it may be endangered in another. These and other

considerations, therefore, have obliged official co-operation

to maintain its Parliamentary Committee, and on rare

occasions to call upon co-operators to defend their

principles by the use of their powers as citizens.

Nevertheless, logic is not everything; and for the most
part the co-operative movement finds it a sufficient task

to induce loyalty of trade and fidelity to principle within

its borders. Employers say: Be faithful here, and you
may act as you please outside. Co-operation, with more
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right, makes the same demand, and more generously
admits the same hberty.

But does this mean that co-operation, normally, is

indifferent to the great world ? That it means trade,

dividends, democratic working, social advantages, and
nothing more ? That, taking people as it finds them, it

intends to leave them as they are ? No ! Beyond the
education of its mutual business, and the leaven of its

social life, it sees a great work of education to be done.
To-day, more than yesterday, knowledge is power. The
ignorant man fights with bows and arrows, where the

educated are equipped with modern rifles ; or he engages
in business as a hand-worker, where the educated possess

machinery and electricity. To gain knowledge is more
important than to enter politics, and its acquisition is

more far-reaching than co-operative help to trade unions
during strikes.

And co-operation always has stood out for education.

The Rochdale Pioneers provided for mutual education in

their rules, and equipped a library almost as soon as they
began. The provision was 2J per cent of the profits ; and
you might almost say that the other 97-J was a concession

to the desperately poor condition of the working class.

With increasing prosperity the percentage to education

—

the higher need—should have gone up; yet too often it

has come down. However, as we saw in Chapter IV.,

co-operation widely recognises the need of education;

and there are signs that its efforts will extend upwards
even to the establishment of a co-operative college.

"A cauliflower," said a witty speaker at a co-operative

congress, " is only a cabbage with a college education."

But the ancestral cabbage received more than exhorta-

tions, tracts, and pamphlets on " How to become a

cauliflower." The aspirations of the incipient new
vegetable were not restricted in their exercise to night

schools and correspondence courses on cauliflowering.

In the schools and colleges of the rich the transformation

of the human cabbages is a full-time process. The youths

or maidens are in residence. They live an associated life.
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All their physical needs are met. Games on land and
water develop skill, daring, and endurance

—
" Waterloo

was won on the playing fields of Eton." The moral
power of the " heads " and the honour of the schools are

formative influences. Religion is not a sleeping partner;

it lends something of beauty, mystery, and order.

Debate and discussion and the influence of student on
student help to quicken mind and soul.

No doubt this education virtually is limited to the

rich and their relations, and the pride and wealth of the

rich enters in to corrupt the purest good efforts. Co-

operators too often have discovered this when, with the

subscriptions of the poor, they have sent this or that

individual scholar to the colleges of the rich. Fraternity

dwells in the common life of the common people ; and it

was not an accident that Christianity was cradled amidst
the poor. Even university students are not associated

like miners or dockers in the comradeship of physical

danger. Still the public schools and the universities best

illustrate the truth that education is more than the

reading of books, the hearing of lectures, and the writing

of essays. It is vastly more than the multiplication table

and commercial facts about Africa. It is a training in life,

reaching outwards to the body and inwards to the soul.

To ensure food proper and sufficient; to obtain the

housing and conditions of home life that will give a next
generation stronger in body ; so far as we can to provide

for truer thought, belief, and action than in the past

—

this is the co-operative mission.

Religion and politics still are outside the circle of

things common to our everyday life ; and, in plain words,

we are afraid of their intrusion. Nevertheless, the

education of the people, changing the aspect of politics

and rehgion in the process, already is beginning to find

place for these in a larger, deeper, and more purposeful

conception of daily living ; and more than this one cannot
say, for the rest is prophecy.
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CHAPTER VII.

Other Forms of Co-operation.

TWENTY years ago Sir William Harcourt said in

jest, "We are all socialists now." To-day, quite

seriously, the great capitalists could say, " We are

all co-operators now." As it was shown in the first

chapter of this book, the world-wide interaction of supply
and demand compels competitors to work together and
involuntarily serve a common end. And, now, beyond this,

those who were competitors set themselves deliberately to

restrict competition. Purposely they combine. The
shipping companies act together to keep up rates. Dyers
or calico printers join in vast associations. Tobacco
growers in America unite to restrict the area of cultivation

and raise prices. Rings are formed and agreements
arrived at in every trade. Much of this combination is

brought about by coercion, but in other cases there is an
element of mutual effort. When private grocers join in

a free association of their own to effect genuine trade

reforms theirs is co-operation of a kind. But it is not

our co-operation. Ours is not an amalgamation of

capitalists and financial interests, or a joining together

of tradesmen to defend and enhance the profits of a trade.

Our co-operation, however, has varieties within itself.

It may be a union of families for the supply of common
needs, or of workmen for the ownership and control of

their own factory, or of small-holders to buy their seeds

and employ machinery and sell their produce in common,
or of tenants to create a village of their own. In each case

the co-operator must be either a consumer first of all, or

an industrial worker, or a farmer, gardener, or peasant,

or a householder. It is true that he must also be (or

become) an owner of capital; but he is a capitalist only

slightly and incidentally; whereas the magnates and
multiple shopkeepers in the world outside are capitalists
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first and chiefly. Under capitalism the money is more
than the man. Under co-operation the man is more
than the money.

Thus we have co-operation and also different forms of

co-operation. In the previous pages the form described

mainly has been that of consumers' co-operation. As a
consumer a man or woman is no better at heart than in

any other aspect. But nature has laid it down that the

consumers' interests are the most elementary, and the

nearest to our common humanity. " There was a year,"

said the traveller, " during which I lived on nothing but
milk."

" And where were you then ? " asked the hstener

eagerly.
" In the cradle."

On the basis of our common needs we may all unite.

The saying about ill-winds that blow nobody good is not
a consumers' proverb. A riot is profitable for glaziers, a
fire for builders, a colliers' strike for coal merchants, a
famine for those who have corn to sell, a war for the gun
makers. But scarcity and want and war are always bad
for consumers; and an injury to one nation is an injury

to all. And co-operation exists for the great majority of

British co-operators by appealing to and building upon
this common interest. Yet it is not limited to consumers.
Outside the industrial movement, with its productive
societies and copartnership factories, there is now another
great co-operative movement—that of co-operation

amongst farmers, small-holders, and agricultural producers
of all kinds. All build upon the same foundations of

co-operative freedom, those corner stones of a new order,

the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts.

Industrial co-operators always have desired an
extension of co-operation into agriculture. The subject

was mooted at the first modern Co-operative Congress

(1869), and again from year to year. A leading co-

operator (Lloyd Jones) hoped that co-operators would
" commence farming, not as peasant proprietors or

agricultural labourers, or large individual farmers, but
on good-sized co-operative farms." Various plans were
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proposed. Co-operative societies were urged to help the

purchase of small plots of land by labourers, in the same
manner that the purchase of houses is aided, and then to

buy the labourers' produce for members' consumption.
Co-operative stores in country districts, and purchasing

depots opened by federations of societies or the Wholesale
Societies, would be the means to this end. Farming by
societies on their own land was also advocated. Very
early the Lincoln Society attempted something practical.

It began to open branches in country villages at a distance

from Lincoln ; and each branch became a collecting depot
for labourers' and farmers' produce. And in 1889 the

Lincoln co-operators bought their first farm. To-day the

society farms over 500 acres of its own and leases 150
more. It also owns land which is let to labourers in allot-

ments. And in eleven small villages and towns round
about Lincoln the society has its own branches. You
could also say that the branches possess the society, for

they are not like branches of multiple shops. The
labourers and small farmers at each branch are feUow-

co-operators and fellow-owners of the stores with the

engineers and railwaymen in the city of Lincoln. And
Lincoln is not the only society established in the country

;

Peterborough, Ipswich, Rugby, and many another are

pursuing the same policy.

But this is not all co-operative farming; and it is

true that farming by consumers' societies proceeds

slowly. In Great Britain there are now 15,000 acres

farmed by consumers' societies, and out of this area 8,800

acres are owned by them. It is the English Co-operative

Wholesale Society which has increased this total by
purchasing its estates in Cambridgeshire and Lancashire,

and it is the C.W.S., with its national market, which no
doubt will continue to redeem English land for the

English people. Meanwhile, there is also the co-operation

of agricultural producers.

It has come to Britain from the Continent. The Danes
flourished by it, and so improved the quality and quantity

of their produce as to win the English market from
Ireland. Then Irishmen set themselves to study and
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adopt co-operation of this kind, and England at last

began to consider it. At a Co-operative Congress at

Peterborough in 1898 it was defined as " Working
individually but co-operating to get, to sell, and to bank in

common." In Ireland agricultural co-operation already

was rooted. It had been planted with the help of the
English industrial co-operators, and then had thriven

under the leadership of the Irish Agricultural Organisation

Society, aided by an annual Government grant. At last,

in 1901, the Agricultural Organisation Society of England
and Wales was formed to promote and carry on a similar

work. Few people realise how swiftly it has made up
for lost time. In thirteen years the number of affiliated

societies has leaped up from 25 to over 530, and a business

has been created amounting to more than two million

sterling yearly. And both in Great Britain and Ireland

(for Scotland has its agricultural co-operative movement
also) the variety of the agricultural co-operative societies

is as striking as their number. Societies for supply of

requirements and sale of produce, dairy and cheese-making
societies, small-holdings and allotments societies, credit

societies, egg and poultry societies, land-renting societies

and societies providing for a common pasturage, a central

bank, and an insurance society, together with an Agricul-

tural Wholesale Society and other special societies in

Ireland—all are comprised within the movement. It is

curious that in England and Wales very much the greater

part of the business is done by agricultural distributive

societies, while in Ireland the position is exactly reversed.

There the greater figures belong to the societies for agri-

cultural production. Scotland is fairly equal in both
departments.

To some extent this agricultural movement is also a
co-operation of consumers. The cultivators who join to

buy seeds, manures, and implements in common act on
a principle similar to that of the householders who obtain

the family supplies from the co-operative stores. When
it is a matter of selling the produce, of arranging for

cheap collection and transport in bulk, and of creating

an agency to secure a fair price and honest dealing in the
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markets, then it is co-operation of producers. But in its

co-operative finance, again, the agricultural movement,
through its credit banks, is an organisation for the

provision of cheap credit ; very much as the bank of the

Co-operative Wholesale Society provides cheap credit for

the retail co-operative societies, enabling them to obtain

overdrafts and loans without a heavy burden of interest.

Furthermore, a fine feature about the agricultural credit

banks, as developed on the Continent and in Ireland, is

that the security is primarily moral and only indirectly

material. It is less in land or bricks and mortar than in

men. The liability of all the members of the bank is

unlimited ; but the lending is only amongst themselves, to

neighbours of known and proved character. On the

Continent, it is said, men of loose ways, indifferent to

other appeals, have changed their ways solely to qualify

for membership of the mutual bank. It is only in rural

districts, where the population is fixed and known, that

such banks are possible.

Still more rapid than the general progress has been
the growth of inter-trading in recent years between the

agricultural and the industrial co-operative movements.
Five years ago, in England and Wales, the trade between
the societies on both sides would have been covered by
£10,000. In 1914 it reached nearly a quarter of a million

—£229,416. Buying from the C.W.S. to the value of

£158,783, the organised farmers and agriculturists sold

to the C.W.S. productions worth £31,803, a d stiU more
to retail societies direct. Significant as this growth
is, however, we must not conceal the fact that many
problems remain to be settled before production and
consumption become as a left hand and a right, both
ministering to the body of humanity. Thus, for example,
in Switzerland, where the two forms of agricultural and
industrial co-operation are so well developed as to have
eliminated middlemen, and come directly in touch with
one another, during 1913 there was a milk war. The
agricultural co-operators of North-West Switzerland were
supplying the great consumers' co-operative society of

the Swiss city of Basel, or Basle. The milk producers
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asked a price for their milk beyond a rate determined
by the market standards mutually agreed upon. The
consumers offered a compromise, but it was rejected.

Then the consumers, by great efforts, obtained their

milk at the old price from other and different parts of

Switzerland. After several months the producers made
peace, accepting the compromise previously refused.

Both sides need to remember how much the buyer and
the grower have in common—that the one must be able to

buy or trade will fail, and that the other, if he has no
reward for cultivating, will abandon the buyer to scarcity.

And both need to remember also that co-operation and
fraternity triumph only in so far as we can arbitrate and
reconcile material differences.

Another important form of co-operation is that of

tenants for housing. Some of us remember the first

appearance in 1898 of a book entitled To-morrow, by one
Ebenezer Howard. It contained coloured diagrams, all

of green, blue, red, and brown circles, bisected by straight

avenues. I think the diagrams were against it. Although
nicely coloured they seemed to have been drawn by Euclid.

One was suspicious of such perfect symmetry. Humanity
is not built that way. The project looked fanciful. And
yet it contained an idea both great and sensible. "A
peaceful path to real reform," the author called it. The
idea was that of a people co-operating to create their own
city. There was something in the idea for everybody.

For common human nature there was the delightful

prospect of town and country united. For the men of

business there was the sober proposal to buy land at

agricultural value, build workshops and houses upon it,

and ensure that the consequent rise in value should become
the property of the whole city. It was, indeed, a great

consumers' project—to obtain not flour or sugar, but a

new town, with factories, market gardens, orchards, houses

and streets, public buildings and parks all planned and
provided for. And, if there was to be no dividend, there

would exist its equivalent. The natural difference of

value between site and site would go to the community

—

the sole landlord—and the one normal rent would suffice
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for depreciation, sinking fund, and costs of administration.

Free of rates ! that would be the dividend. It was a
most co-operative idea.

The idea has not yet materiahsed in its fulness ; but it

is wonderful that in this world of slow growth a period of

less than a generation has seen it established. Go to

Letchworth in Hertfordshire, and you may view it in

solid, palpable form. There, on the green, rolling downs,
is the substantial beginning of the Garden City. There
are its streets and avenues, its central reservation of open
space, co-operative stores, shops, churches, and public

buildings, its preserved acres of wild nature where the

nightingales sing, and (not so very far away) its industrial

quarter, with its railway siding, factories, and works.

To create this city a capital of £175,000 has been
subscribed, interest on which is limited to 5 per cent ; and
to contain the city and its agricultural environs some
4,500 acres have been bought.

The difficulty in populating such a city is that very
few of us are free to change our locality. The manufac-
turer must be near raw materials, labour, and sufficient

transport facilities; and workers prefer to remain in

touch with all the possible employers there are. So the

garden city must be taken to the worker, and that is what
has been done near London, Liverpool, Manchester,

Leicester, Wolverhampton, and elsewhere. The city has
been reduced to a village or garden suburb, and the

loose co-operation of a community, backed by a public

company, has been changed for the definite co-operation

of tenants. A number of prospective tenants form a

society, subscribe sufficient capital to warrant the

borrowing of any necessary balance, buy an area of free-

hold land (if that is to be obtained at a reasonable price),

and begin to build. The houses they erect are semi-

detached and possess fair gardens. They are pleasantly

set along tree-lined avenues around a central area ; and
there is usually a village hall, a bowling green or tennis

lawn, and a playground for children. Instead of each
man owning his own house, and having it upon his hands
if he wishes or needs to change his abode, each householder
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possesses at least one share in the tenants' society, and the.

tenants' society owns the houses. It was a judge in court

who said not long ago that weekly tenants chopped up
balustrades for firewood. Tenants of that kind would find

their liberty restricted by a tenants' society. But such
tenants are not a common kind, at any rate not amongst
those who become co-operators. And tenants who treat

a house as if it were their own find it practically their

own under a tenants' society. Except for violating the

common rules they cannot be dispossessed. They pay
rent ; but out of this rent the cost of depreciation is met,
and the borrowed capital is paid off, and the 5 per cent

interest on capital—the tenants' own capital—is provided
for; and whatever surplus remains is divided amongst
the tenants according to their rules. There is a dividend
on rent, credited to the tenants as share capital, and
perhaps there are grants to common social purposes.

And if any tenant must leave the " village " he may
transfer his investment, or, if he prefers, he may continue

to hold it and receive interest upon it. Once established,

there is a real co-operative economy in this system. The
land has been bought at the lowest possible price, and laid

out to the best advantage. The houses have been built

wholesale, with an assured demand to prevent any loss

through houses standing idle. And when they are

tenanted, each householder has a solid interest in main-
taining the value of the entire property. The fewer houses

empty and the fewer repairs necessitated, the healthier is

the fund out of which to pay dividend. Needs supphed
and wealth gained through collective ownership and
common economy—this principle puts tenants' co-opera-

tion entirely in line with the consumers' movement.
A Government Act—the Housing and Town Planning

Act, 1909—permits loans of public money to such
societies at a low rate. But the Government and the

municipalities may need to go beyond this. The
limitation of tenant societies is in the cost of land in

relation to the poverty of the people, and the steady

conversion by rich speculators of freehold into leasehold

property. There is a profound injustice in this, needing
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redress. Meanwhile, under existing conditions, co-opera- ij

tive societies have shown what can be done. I do not l|

refer to that lending of money by societies on easy terms
which has enabled thousands of co-operators to build and
possess their own houses, nor to the building of houses
by societies in the ordinary way, although under one head
or another nearly ten million sterling stands to the
credit of the consumers' co-operative societies in the ai

shape of house property. It is rather the building and 11

renting of pleasant, well-planned semi-detached houses
and gardens by co-operative societies which command
honourable mention here. At Walkden, in Lancashire,

^|
for example, avenues of such dwellings have been built

*

by that society; and there a family may live in a
modern town cottage which still recalls the country,
having its garden at back and front, and its three

bedrooms over the rooms of the ground floor, all for 5s.

a week clear of rates. And at Woking in Surrey, and
elsewhere, co-operators have shown similar enterprise.

It is not the co-operative spirit to sit down under
injustice, but rather to show what may be done by
goodwill and industry under the most adverse conditions

;

and upon that achievement to base larger claims for the

future. And it is not in the purpose of co-operation to

leave any body of co-operators content with a narrow
outlook. Life is new and surprising, fascinating and
joyful, and yet sometimes very sobering, because we find

it always continually greater and deeper than we thought.

No one form of human devising ever has become adequate
for all human needs. The widest empires, and the most
dominant institutions, through becoming too narrow for

the extending life of humanity, have been split and
broken. We must build by recognising complexity, and
the right of that to exist which serves some one of the

variety of human needs. Whether it is co-operation to

provide food or shelter, music or knowledge, work or

pleasure, freedom or fellowship, if it is a movement to

serve humanity, and not to exploit our common needs for

capitalist profit, it is fully within the co-operative spirit.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Ideas and Ideals.

IT
was Thoreau who said that books should be read as

deUberately as they were composed, and Arnold
Bennett who spoke of newspapers being written in a

hurry to be read in a hurry. For my part, I hope these

pages will neither be skimmed and put aside like a news-
paper, nor pondered upon as if to read them were a duty

;

for they are no more than an index to the co-operative

movement itself. St. Francis of Assisi, more drastic

than Thoreau, permitted no books to his immediate
followers. The living-day of God and man was to be their

illuminated page. Nevertheless, the morning and the

evening may waste themselves upon us unless by means
of a book their meaning is thrust upon our inert minds,
and we are roused to see our day and generation anew.

So, too, with the industrial co-operative movement.
It also requires that we view it afresh. At present it is

curiously misunderstood. Journalists, professors, clergy-

men, labour members, and even men and women who
have joined its own household look upon it through
preconceived and distorting ideas. They praise its dross

as gold and despise its gold as dross, and never suspect

their assay. Capitalists are commercially successful at

the expense of ideals ; co-operation, too, is commercially
successful; co-operators, therefore, depart from their

ideals—in such a groove of bad logic their minds appear
to run. But every act that leads to bankruptcy is not
virtuous; and the popular choice is not in all things

degraded. Therefore, let us honour the successes of the

co-operative movement and stand up for what the

millions of its rank and file have proved to be good in

co-operation, against all the superior persons in the world.

Certain valuable features of the movement have been
focussed in this little book. There are others besides ; for
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it is a movement rich in local initiative, and some good
new thing is always appearing here and there. Only a
large and continually growing book could present it all.

At the lowest reckoning there is food for enthusiasm.
Nevertheless, having first valued our assets, we must not
neglect the co-operative rule of depreciation. Capitalist

companies sometimes show high profits by omitting to
" write down; " but co-operative societies do not. They
are not all for the present ; they care for the future also.

In the same manner we must have our stocktakings of

ideas and ideals. We must guard against inflated views
and pretensions by a sound and careful writing down.
We must not risk future disillusionments and consequent
reactions.

Often while I have been selecting excellent apples from
our co-operative harvest, and placing them on the top of

this present barrel, I have wondered how the dressing will

be regarded by those who find their local society lacking

both enterprise and social ideals. For while I have set

down nothing that is not true and in existence at this place

or that, and while the best which is said in these pages is

typical of the best in hundreds of progressive societies, I

must confess to others where the co-operative form may
be found, but not the co-operative spirit. They are dead-

alive. Their members are uninformed and half-hearted.

Their committees are little people, content to sit in a chair

almost uselessly once a week for the sake of a shilling fee

or an occasional free tea. Their employees are come-day,
go-day. Whatever vitality exists is contributed, perhaps,

by a discontented yet dogged manager. Or there are

failures of the co-operative spirit and practice still more
discouraging. Milton in his day scourged with his verse

those who

—

. . . . for their bellies' sake
Creep and intrude and climb into the fold.

Blind mou ths ! that scarce themselves know how to hold

A sheep-hook, or have learnt aught else the . . .

That to the faithful herdman's art belongs !

And he threatened the " grim wolf " that

. . . . with privy paw
Daily devours apace and nothing said.

ii6
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The Salt against Decay.

There is no corruption in the co-operative movement that

compares with scandals of the past in Church and State

;

and the national and municipal life of to-day is not more
clean. On the other hand, co-operation has a public

standard to maintain. A private trader may give orders

influenced by personal favours, or offer shares in his

private company at a high interest to buyers of his goods,

or dismiss an old worker to make room for a relative or

friend. In the public trade of co-operation such things

are wrong—absolutely and entirely wrong. Aided on one
side by a glorious wealth of sterling and enduring
qualities, while beset upon the other by competitive tides

fretting against the dykes of average human nature, this

standard we have to maintain.

The greater danger is less from positive wrong-doing
than from easy-going, servile content with small aims and
comfortable routine ways. A great Belgian co-operator

once wrote of it being possible under certain circum-
stances for co-operative officials and servants to live like
" mites in a cheese." " After us the deluge," said the

aristocrats who brought France to revolution. Since

ancient Rome until to-day pioneers have laboured to

build up institutions, and their successors have eaten up
the inheritance. The larger a movement grows the more
easy it becomes to give up effort and be carried along by
the active. But when each abandons initiative and
enterprise to others a movement at last ceases to move at

all. . . . The salt against such decay is in the pioneer
spirit. It is in a spirit so alive and fearless and public, so

eager to grasp new opportunities, so earnest for the future,

that none can escape the force of its health. It is in the
spirit of youth, of supple energy and joyous hfe. This spirit

of beginnings is needed in the co-operative movement.
We have learned that co-operation has become great

and wealthy. It has its fortune of £43,000,000 saved for

its members in share capital, and its total annual pur-
chases (wholesale, retail, and productive) of £140,000,000.
But if we measure these figures by the population of the
United Kingdom, reduced to households of five, we find
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they average for each household only about £4. los. and
£14. los. respectively. Yet the private capital of the four
countries in 191 1 has been reckoned at from eight to
fourteen thousand million sterling, or an average of from
£890 to £1,550 for each household. And, with an annual
national income of over £2,000,000,000, the annual private
purchases can hardly total less than £900,000,000, or an
average for each household of £100. This difference is

great on paper, and when we look about us it is still plainer

to our eyes. The private shops of London, great and
small, stretch together in line for miles on miles, with
never a co-operative store between them. The vast
multiple shop companies have opened their seventy
thousand shops since co-operation began, and even in

those towns where co-operative stores are big and strong.

Pascal wished that men should realise both their great-

ness and their littleness. We, too, as co-operators, must
look on both sides, and learn that we are still in the early

days. We are not yet rich and prosperous. Not in our
time can co-operators afford to take it easy. We are

poor. We are feeble. Milhons know little or nothing of

us. Look through any directory. The multitude of the

names of shopkeepers overwhelm the references to

co-operative stores. . . . We are not in the least

discouraged by these odds. All that has been done,

hitherto, has been accomplished in the face of them. But
we must look onward to the work before us rather than
backward on things accomplished, so that we may keep
the missionary, pioneer spirit, and devote our best to the

commonweal.
He who reads only one book, said Matthew Arnold,

will cease to understand even that one. The co-operator

who has no outlook beyond the co-operative movement is

likely to share the same fate. We need to live in the

movement, but not to bury ourselves in it. Welcoming
the spirit of the pioneers we need not, therefore, accept

the mistakes and limitations of past generations. " The
world is wider to us than it was to our mothers in times

bygone." The Home Colony of the pioneers was to be a

self-contained community, a real state within a state.
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To-day the realisation of that ideal on any minor scale is

clearly impossible; and if it were not impossible the

attainment would be a misfortune. A limited com-
munity, self-sufficient and self-centred, with its offices

and positions of trust frequently descending from
fathers to sons, or passing on from one to another of an
enlarged family, would suffer dry-rot. From the Pitcairn

Islands to the Celestial Empire a universal law has
declared against men or communities living to themselves.

We can take a larger place amidst the democratic forces

of the nation and the world ; but we cannot shut ourselves

up inside a world of our own.
The dream of self-sufficiency is denied, indeed, by the

nearest facts. Seeking to employ our own members, we
do actually enlist 148,000 persons in our service. But,

excluding the Army and the Navy, there cannot be less

than a million people on the pay rolls of the national

and local government authorities. The Post Office, alone,

employs 250,000. Yet even these figures and the

co-operative are lost in the huge total for the United
Kingdom of 20 million workers for wages and salaries.

Again, proud of our progress in membership, we need to

remember that the host of the trade unionists already

exceeds our own ; moreover, apart from its political side,

the labour movement has surpassed the co-operative in

attracting and training coming leaders, in creating news-
papers, influencing the press, effecting researches, and
moulding public opinion. Indeed, while we dream of

the state within a state, many writers are classing

co-operation not even as a distinct and complementary
power, but simply as a kind of side-show within the labour
movement. ... " Lift up your heads," cried a
Congress President ; and we need to lift our eyes from our
own lesser world that we may take our proper place in the

greater sphere.

The deepest truth is often in paradox, as when we
say that self-realisation comes through self-forgetfulness.

And the simple truth about the co-operative movement
is that living to itself it will lose its life, but in living to the

great world it will, gain all. Let us realise the want and
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hunger of mankind, and devote all the powers of the
movement to human service ; then, born of a new spirit

fresh, bold, and masterful conceptions will arise and
triumph over little thoughts and ways. For example, the

strength and the weakness of co-operation is in its local

organisation. The big society lives to itself, while the

weak society, a few miles away, starves for want of capital

and local force. But the great multiple shop firms prosper

by each shop being a branch from the parent stem, and all

working together in one organisation, and by one com-
mand. Now, co-operation is capable of so combining its

forces in one national society that the local interest will

be left uninjured, while the benefit is added of one
national control. There are, however, so many obstacles

in the way that nothing can overcome them—except a
great national enthusiasm to see co-operation mightier for

good in the starved and thwarted lives of the people.

So with our service to the consumer. It is only by
looking out on the life of the nation, and realising the

weakness and poverty of the purchasing poor, that we can
increase to the full the possible efficiency of the movement
for service. Except co-operation there is nothing to stand

for the consumer. Trade unionists organise as producers

;

manufacturers federate as employers and sellers ; each and
every trade and profession organises to protect its

interests, and increase the return for its services. The
consumer remains, with charges maintained against him,
with technical skill employed against his ignorance, with

the press muzzled against enhghtening him, with oppor-

tunities restricted, with everything to leave him isolated,

helpless, and poor. When the great war broke out it was
the consumer who suffered the most, and for whom the

Government did the least. Normally, the State is quite

languid about him, and if it moves at all moves only in a

casual and arbitrary way to protect some fragment of his

interests when some particular abuse has become flagrant.

The consumers' interests are everybody's affair, and
yet that is nobody's business, unless it is 4he business of

the only direct organisation of the consuming poor, the

1 20
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linked co-operative stores of Great Britain. And if

millions of consumers still prefer the service of shop-
keepers, merchants, and manufacturers, with all the

faults of competitive methods, it can only mean one of

two things—either the consumers need some simple facts

to be put plainly before them ; or our own service, as their

professed champions, is wanting in skill, in enterprise, and
in earnest, honest devotion. Therefore we must never

rest until, by study and knowledge, by public campaigns,
and by concerted national efforts, we have won over not

a minority only, but a majority of the people. For this

is the only way to keep our movement aUve and vigorous

within, and to maintain and increase its efficiency.

Some will say, "Ah, but that only means more trade,

and co-operation has an ideal beyond the shop counter."

In reality it means a war against poverty. The census of

production has shown that, in a number of trades,

employing in all 3,685,000 persons, the average production

is only £76 per head ; and the conclusion has been drawn
that a national minimum wage of 30s. a week is impossible.

And it will be impossible for each adult amidst these

millions to receive the value which 30s. represents to-day,

if they are to be paid on the basis of manufacturers' prices

while they themselves must needs buy back the stuff of

life at retail figures. Why are the many poor ? Primarily
not because of receiving only 20s. or 30s. a week, for the

wage that would spell poverty in America would mean
affluence in India or Japan. They are poor because of the

little that the wage will buy. They are poor because food

and warmth and shelter, and a patch of land, and a few
hours of sunny leisure are so much more costly to the

Englishman than to the negro in Africa. . . . Let us
admit that poverty is a complex and not a simple problem

;

nevertheless, very much of its solution is in enabling the

consumers to buy and possess the materials of life, and
use them to the most vital effect with the least friction

and waste.

And what of the claims of labour and the employee ?

Again, progress is by looking out and beyond. A zeal for

the hundred and fifty thousand workers within the
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employment of the movement is generous and right;

yet there is a tendency to forget that the wage-earners
in capitaHst employment number seventeen or eighteen

millions. Granted that we have not reached our limits.

Even on the present distributive sales we could double the
total of sixty thousand workers engaged in co-operative

production. But without a great forward movement in

distribution we could not do much more. Even with
distribution extended to the utmost, there will remain
the millions in the export trades, working indirectly for

the consumers of South America, Africa, Asia, and the
Colonies ; and, besides these, the shipbuilders, the railway-

men, and the rest. It follows that we can help the people

as a union of consumers to a far wider extent than we can
touch their lives as employers. And it is an enthusiasm
for the larger mission which will enable us to meet the

second claim without either the weakness or the secret

hostility which now sometimes exist.

If we are keen for an extended service, and eager for

the knowledge that will better equip us, welcoming all

allies, we shall have a living standard by which to

judge the value of intelligence and devotion in others.

Capitalism continually is trying to sift the man especially

able to " make money " from the routine and less-

interested worker. It creates an aristocracy of economic
power, for whom the prizes of high salaries, directorships,

and special investments are reserved. Co-operation also

has recipients of wages and of salaries, but its tendency is to

increase the one and restrain the other. And consistently

with co-operation, again, there can be no special privileges

of investment and ownership ;
' all is for the common-

wealth. Nevertheless, we, too, are in business, and we
learn that capitalism may be inhuman, but that capitalists

from their point of view are not exactly foolish. We
discover that the quality of the management will go a very

long way toward making or marring a department or a
society, and that (although it does not end with him)

good management certainly begins (or fails to begin) with

the chief in command. We find that labour is not only to

be measured by time but by intensity ; that quality may
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outweigh quantity ; and that there is all the difference in

the world between the worker who tries and thinks, and
has ideas, and puts in moral effort, and the one who
" slacks." Now, if co-operation is to fulfil its mission it

cannot afford to encourage slackness and indifference, nor
to let ability feel that its only chance is on the other side

;

and neither must it be a taskmaster or a slave driver

How may we reconcile these things ?

Sometimes they go unreconciled. There is discourage-

ment and waste, and possibilities of service are neglected

or uncultivated ; or there is ill-will, culminating now and
then in strikes. And, although no strike of co-operative

workers ever has compared in length or bitterness with
disputes under capitalism, such a strike is always a
symptom of disease. The health of co-operation is not in

civil war; it is in unity and common effort. Rich people

frequently imagine themselves to be the pillars of society.

Working people too often are ready to accept the view,

almost as absurd, that labour (construed in practice as

limited to weekly-wage earning) is the sole fountain of

wealth. Poets and artists, again, traditionally despise

the men of business, and ignore commercial affairs. The
captains and lords of industry despise everybody who
fails to "make money." These conceits of class or calling

are those which invade the co-operative movement
whenever it slackens in its mission. The unity then is

broken, and we have the idealist who is indifferent to the

lessons of business failure or success—^whose ideas become
one-sided and mischievous in consequence. And we get

the business head who is inwardly contemptuous of

everything apparently beyond the counter and the cash

box—^whose very business becomes narrow and inefficient

as a result.

There can be no co-operation without mutual respect.

There can be none without mutual interest. Co-operation

means that all manner of people, if they serve the

commonwealth, are useful to the commonwealth. But
that service cannot easily be imposed from above, as under
some great autocratic trust. It must spring for the most
part from a common willingness to organise and be
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organised; and that willingness will be in proportion to

the vigour of our mission.

There is no patent medicine for co-operative health, no
ideal or idea which, swallowed in faith, will make us
whole. But this may be said: Just so far as the great

mission dominates us, so far can we do justice and more
than justice to all and each, as each and all serve and
strive for the commonwealth. Ours is no narrow test

of service. It is economic and technical, and social and
human. It demands the respect and sympathy which
can see both sides and understand, and the will and
purpose that can act. It needs an enlisting of personal

will (even a machine may be tended, dull as the work is,

with a greater or less degree of personal goodwill), and a
requiting of personal service in return. It is a service in

which, as members and customers, members of committees
and of guilds, organisers and helpers—all participate.

And it is a service that will become richer for all as

co-operation is made a living movement in the nation's

life, a power to caU thousands together and move them to

song, a spirit of life and joy communicating itself from
each to each. . . . Let us have leaders whose hearts

are with the people, but who will stand alone rather than
be turned from a right course ; let our banners blazon out
the message of our mission against poverty and meanness
of life—then, with a common faith in the power which men
derive from unselfish fellowship, the hosts of our army and
the people around shaU have a new spirit in their midst
of hope and joy.
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SUMMARY and NOTES.

Outside the Shops.

THE industrial revolution of the eighteenth century opened
the way for the modem factory, the modern industrial town,
and also the modern shop. The industrial town is a con-

centration camp of dependent workers, from whom the capitalist

can buy labour freely, and amongst whom he can find a ready
market. But as the massing of workers becomes their strength
when they join in trade unions, so the concentration of consumers
through united action can be turned to their own good. Because
of the weight, soHdity, and steadiness of their demand, the masses
have displaced the mediaeval kings and lords as the real masters
of industry; but while they are unconscious of their power,
ignorant, disunited, and only regardful of themselves, they gain
nothing from the change. If they knew it, they could occupy a
stronger position as consumers than as workers, for, in the
natural order of things, industry normally proceeds from human
desire to human satisfaction, or, in other words, from demand to

supply. As it is, a multitude of individual buyers is pitted against
wealth, organisation, and technical skill, and in the result the
people who buy remain as they were, while the people who sell

not only amass wealth, but even sell to one another the goodwill
of the helpless purchasers. Yet even these powerful capitalists

cannot overmaster such a vast, unorganised market, and the
disunity of consumers reacts on trade by increasing its risks and
its cost. Social inequality, the problems of riches and poverty,
and the miseries of bad trade, unemployment, and sweating arise,

in main part, from the exploitation of helpless consumers.

Inside the Stores.

We see the beginnings of a revolution. The customers are
un-'+ed. They are fellow-members and joint-owners of their own
sht f s. Literally, as they were outside the shops they are inside

the st^/tes. They gain for themselves the economic value of their

united, organised steady demand. Dividend on purchases,
hitherto an unsn:-pected right, appears as a blessing. And the
common buying becomes what naturally it should be—an instru-

ment of friendly union. The cash nexus between multiple shop
owner and mere customer is replaced by a less unfraternal tie.

In this chapter a typical new customer-member encounters these
truths through a series of discoverieh, learning how far-reaching
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is the principle of consumers' union, and how it also leads to a new
relation with the stores employees

—

i.e., with that minority of the
co-operative community which lives by serving the whole body.

What our Fathers (and Mothers) Did.

There is little need to summarise this chapter, which tells a
story familiar to most students. The most important idea of it

concerns the historic fact that the Rochdale Pioneers did not
themselves realise their discovery of the consumers' side of the
economic problem. They set out as followers of Robert Owen,
meaning to employ themselves and their fellow-members in a
" home colony." As Columbus wanted simply a new way to the
old Indies, so they sought a new method of accomplishing an old
ideal. But as Columbus led to a new world, so their method leads
to fresh ideals, whose possibilities are not yet generally perceived.
. . . . This idea will be found underlying many parts of the
Story of the C.W.S.

Our Heritage.

We do not commonly reflect upon how much we owe to the past.

A great part of the wealth of Britain arises less from the efforts of

the present generation than from the cumulative effects of

centuries of previous civilisation. The people's share in this

legacy has been much reduced through the enclosure of common
lands, the confiscation of the property of the mediaeval guilds,

the destruction of handicrafts without compensation, and the
diversion of charitable and educational endowments. Although
it has had to begin, therefore, almost at the beginning, the co-opera-
tive store movement has built and is still slowly building anew
a common heritage for coming generations, a heritage into which
we enter, with a duty to hand it on as a richer possession.

Our Economics

need to have a very direct relation to the economic realities

encountered in the constructive work of co-operation. In this

connection the unique value of the co-operative movement to

working people, and also to social reformers of all kinds, needs to

be emphasised continually. A serious effort is made in this chapter
to present in a simple way the main principles of the complex
economic growth about us, and to show how important, and how
just and true, are the principles of the co-operative store move-
ment, in preventing that development from operating increasingly
against the common good. In the writer's view a balance of two
contrary methods is best for social well-being—a system of indi-

vidual rewards balanced by a complete socialising of economic
rent. And properly to effect the latter the entire community
should become, for certain definite purposes, one national
co-operative society. But this argument hardly enters into the
present book.
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A Housewives' and a Social Movement.

Considerations of space have resulted in the telescoping of

three separate designs into this one division. As it stands, the
first part of the chapter indicates the normal connection between
the co-operative store movement, dependent upon women buyers,
and the general movement of our time for the advancement of
women. This connection can hardly fail to be realised more fully

in the years before us, with far-reaching results. The two
remaining sections of the chapter deal very briefly with the Men's
Guild, with the relations of co-operation and trade unionism, and
with the educational work of the movement. That co-operation
means more than trading will, in all likelihood, be increasingly per-
ceived in the future ; and, as democracy advances to maturity, the
problem will grow of the rank and file of the movement (and
their organisations) enjoying the freedom they will demand,
without the co-operative movement, as a whole, being necessarily
and officially committed in each case.

Other Forms of Co-operation.

All large words like " civilisation," " democracy," or " religion
"

come to mean many things, and " co-operation," too, has more
than one meaning. In a book about co-operation according to the
system discovered by the Rochdale Pioneers, and developed by
the federal school of co-operators, that meaning is taken which is

borne out by the system. But the word can equally be claimed
by other organisations proceeding along other lines; and this

chapter aims at making it clear what some of these other organisa-
tions and other methods are, without adding to the confusion of

ideas which too often prevails at present. To be clear-headed
about the particular form of co-operation we are engaged in, and
at the same time to be catholic-minded, and co-operative toward
those applying our general principles in other ways, appears to

the writer as an aim worth keeping in view.

Ideas and Ideals.

In the opinion of the writer, the greatest danger to co-operation
is sectarianism. If co-operators could realise the old aim and be
a community to themselves, it would be fatal. Humanity is one;
no part can live cut off. Sectarianism means a stagnant pond
instead of a living stream. The co-operative movement can only
be healthy in serving humanity, and in fighting for humanity.
Nothing but a continuous contact with the vastly larger world
around the co-operative movement will keep us alive. Efficiency

as against capitalism; efficiency as a social force amidst other
social forces ; the soldier's keenness and sense of purpose, together
with the warmth of heart of a lover of the people—these are the
qualities which co-operation or its leaders must possess, if the
movement is to triumph in the field for which its principles and
advantages design it,
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